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Abstract

Open-source software (OSS) has become increasingly important, permeating diverse sectors and delivering substantial economic advantages alongside notable societal influence. Within the realm of open-source software (OSS), two fundamental questions revolve around the sustainability of software development and the creation of innovative software projects. The sustainability of OSS projects heavily relies on the active participation of volunteer developers, necessitating a comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms that allure and sustain their contributions. Similarly, the development of innovative software projects serves as a pivotal driver for developer engagement and organizational investment in the open-source domain. The emergence of innovative OSS projects attracts significant attention due to their potential to instigate transformative shifts in the current software landscape, resulting in substantial impact.

A wealth of empirical research has been devoted to exploring these themes. However, prior studies have predominantly focused on associating outcome variables solely with the inherent characteristics of individual projects or the developers involved. This approach often neglects the intricate web of relationships that bind projects and developers, encompassing dependencies among projects and the social networks that connect developers.

My thesis extends the existing body of research by employing a network-analysis framework to investigate the interplay between projects and developers. The first part of my thesis studies developers’ interactions within Twitter networks and their collaborative networks established through joint contributions to projects. Through this investigation, I ascertain the impact of developer engagements on social media and the code hosting platforms on the allocation of developer attention and efforts, subsequently influencing the sustainability of projects.

In the second part, I introduce a novel metric for gauging project novelty in OSS, grounded in the analysis of projects’ dependency networks. Additionally, I evaluate the networks of interactions among developers on code hosting platforms, exploring the relationship between access to knowledge through these interactions and its impact on project novelty.

In summary, my research contributes both theoretically to the OSS literature and practically to OSS practitioners. I offer actionable insights to developers on enhancing project sustainability and fostering innovation. Furthermore, by adopting a network perspective, I provide a nuanced understanding of project sustainability and novelty through an analysis of the intricate relationships and connections among projects and developers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Open-source software (OSS) refers to the software released under a license that permits the inspection, use, modification and redistribution of the software’s source code [59]. In the past decades, we have witnessed a drastic expansion of OSS. The number of projects being developed, and the amount of developers involved in OSS development keeps increasing over the years [125]. OSS projects play important roles in varied domains such as energy 1, healthcare 2, and finance 3. Survey reports showed that over three quarters of US companies create software for customers which is built on OSS [72], and in 2020 alone, OSS is estimated to directly contribute £15.7 billion to UK’s economy, with a big potential economic impact 4. Nowadays, OSS has become the digital infrastructure which many of our businesses rely on, and influences varied aspects of our daily life [72].

The factors making OSS projects sustainable is an important question, as many OSS projects rely on the contribution from volunteer developers [58] and even the widely-used projects may suffer from the inadequacy of developers [69]. Another important research question is the team composition of OSS projects and what factors influence the team performance. Due to the lack of formal coordination mechanisms that are traditionally used in industry software development, it is an interesting question that how developers identify new projects to work on and how do they coordinate with other team members [56]. Existing works try to answer those questions from multiple perspectives. For example, it is reported that developers rely on signals such as the project popularity [29], or the quality of project readmes [160] to identify the project to work on, and the project governance mechanism [153], age, the number of current developers, and the size of the project’s target audience [47] all influence its sustainability in the long term.

Most existing works study OSS projects and developers in a standalone fashion, that they focus on the characteristics of projects or developers being studied itself, but overlook the connections between each other and their influence to the individual project, or developer under study. Indeed, the interactions and connections among projects, among developers, and between projects and developers are becoming increasingly complicated. The growing number of software packages

---

1 https://github.com/OpenEMS/openems
2 https://github.com/openemr/openemr
3 https://github.com/KDE/kmymoney
avoids reinventing the wheel, but at the same time creates more dependencies between projects that require developers’ attentions [98]. Meanwhile, open-source developers are getting increasingly “social” [190], and the interactions between developers go beyond the code hosting platforms and extend to online forums, social media, and many online and offline channels [192, 193].

To understand the relationships among projects and developers, I adopt network analysis, which is a technique widely used in social science [94], management science [169, 224], computer science [218] and many other domains. This approach typically constructs a topological graph between entities of interest, and analyze the property of individual entities in the network or the network structure as a whole to extract meaning information from the relationships formed. In the context of OSS research, while not being the most commonly used statistical approaches, there has been studies adopting the idea of network analysis. For example, Grewal et al. found that the network position of projects and their managers influence project success [95], Qiu and her collaborators reported the developers’ social capital, measured by the developers’ network position, influence the sustainability of their contributions [161].

In my thesis, I extend the previous works on OSS network analysis. I go beyond the networks of developers within the code hosting platforms itself (e.g., GitHub or SourceForge), but also study the interactions on social media space. Similarly, I analyze the networks of project dependencies which captures different information from the existing works, which often focus on projects sharing the same developers [95, 131]. In addition to study the projects’ or developers’ network position, my research also applies more complicated network analysis techniques such as the random reshuffle of network links, and incorporating the characteristics of network nodes into analysis. It enables us to extract more information from the networks, for example the overall network properties and the node level attributes, into our analysis.

The inclusion of new networks and new techniques provide new answers to important OSS questions. In my thesis, I find that the sustainability of OSS projects can be characterized and explained by the social-technical relationships between the project and the developers around in the network, and using social media to promote projects can be effective, but influence the number of project stars and developers at different scales. In addition, analysis on dependency networks create opportunities to understand the novelty of open-source projects, which is a traditionally difficult concept to measure despite its significance for OSS community [72], as existing works talk about how open-source creates opportunity for innovation [216, 217] and the importance of software novelty to industry and other fields [71].

1.1 Literature review and knowledge gap

In my thesis, I adopt network analysis approach to provide new answers to established OSS questions, and create new directions on large-scale empirical analysis over open-source novelty. In this section, I summarize the existing works for each topic I touch and introduce social network analysis in general.
1.1.1 Social media and OSS

Social media, defined as channels which support many-to-many communication, are widely used in OSS community. Social media is used for multiple purposes, developers use social media to connect with each other, collect information about interesting projects and news in the community, and promote their projects to a large community [20, 182, 192, 193], just to name a few.

Different media platforms are used for different purposes, and there exists an ecosystem of social media which supports the various aspects of open-source software development [9, 193].

Despite being widely used, the practical influence of social media on open-source projects, particularly to those mentioned in social media space is unclear. My research address this gap by first using a difference in differences model to make causal inference about social media’s attraction to new developers and stargazers, and then report the varied influence different media platforms have on the developer community at different network distances.

1.1.2 OSS sustainability and the attraction of new developers

The sustainability of open-source software is an important research question. Lacking traditional coordination and work assignment mechanisms, OSS developers identify projects and tasks to work on themselves [58]. It can be problematic as software projects may need constant maintenance, and OSS developers may disengage from the development and maintenance tasks for many reasons [140]. Indeed, project abandonment is not uncommon in OSS [13] and it even applies to widely used projects which cause tremendous damage to services depending on them [69].

At a high level, existing works look at the OSS sustainability as attraction and retention problems [187]. Attraction is the early-stage interactions developers have with the projects, Because of the self-organizing nature of open-source contributions, prior research has found that developers tend to promote their projects in multiple platforms [31, 182], and developers rely on “signals”, such as the number of project stars (popularity) [29], the quality of project’s READMEs [160], to decide whether they will contribute. Research on the retention of project developers focuses on the developer interaction within the project team and project governance, and study how developers evolve to a sustained contributor and the reasons of developer disengagement. Von Krogh et al [212] proposed a “joining script” which described the list of activities that leads a new developer to a project member, and researchers found that the developers’ relative sociality [230], their attitudes [231], and the project factors such as the availability of work opportunities, project popularity [231, 232], and the internal governance mechanisms [153] all play a role to influence the likelihood of long-term contributions.

The existing works has been largely focused on the characteristics of individual developer or project and their influence to sustainability. By characterizing the networks of developers around a project, I extend our understanding on project sustainability by suggesting the network position of projects matter to their sustainability, and projects may compete for the attention of developers which influence their sustainability as well.
1.1.3 OSS novelty

It has long been recognized that open-source software development is an avenue for innovation and creative expression — “how creative a person feels when working on the project is the strongest and most pervasive driver” of participation in open source [120], and the easy access of open-source software by different stakeholders facilitate the communications and encourage “open-innovation” [216].

Innovation has long been a highly regarded yet challenging concept across various domains [4, 71, 194]. Despite the widespread recognition and expectation for open-source software (OSS) to generate innovative projects, there has been a notable absence of prior studies, to the best of our knowledge, that systematically analyze the level and process of OSS innovation on a large scale.

In my thesis, I contribute one of the initial computational measurements of OSS project innovation by adopting a Schumpeterian [176] view of innovation, which perceives innovation as a novel recombination of existing bits of knowledge. This approach involves computing project novelty based on the combination of software packages that are typically not used together. Additionally, I delve into exploring the origins of innovation by analyzing the relationship between the social networks where open-source software developers acquire knowledge and the subsequent novelty of the projects they develop.

1.2 Thesis

In my thesis, I use large-scale social network analysis to provide new perspectives about open-source sustainability, the attraction of new developers to OSS projects, and the influence of social media on OSS. My work also creates new directions about the novelty of OSS projects and propose metrics to analyze OSS novelty and its association with other project outcome of interest at a large scale. I briefly summarize the several projects consisting of my thesis below, and I use “we” when describing works that I collaborated with other researchers.

1.2.1 The use of social media in OSS and the attraction of new stargazers/developers

This study consists of two papers. In the first work, we analyze the posts on Twitter (i.e., tweets) mentioning open-source projects on GitHub, and use difference in differences framework [65] to make causal inference about the effects of tweets on the attraction of new stargazers and developers to the mentioned projects. An analysis over 44,544 tweets mentioning 2,370 open-source projects found out that tweets can help attract both new stargazers and new developers to the mentioned projects, and the attraction effects are stronger for stargazers compared to new developers. In addition, we identify the features of tweets that influence the attraction effects.

The second paper takes one step further to understand the use of different social media platforms and the difference in their attraction effects. Particularly the different stargazers or developers they attract. For all stargazers and developers to a project, we measure their network distances to the project owner, and conduct regression analysis to study the association between the number of times that this project being mentioned on different media platforms, and the
number of stargazers/developers from each network distance. We found that different media platforms seem to attract stargazers/developers from different network distances, indicating varied attraction effects.

Chapter 2 provides more details about these two works.

1.2.2 Attraction of new developers and the project’s labor pool

In the study, we view the sustainable development of OSS projects from a supply-chain perspective, where we have the projects under development or maintenance at the demand side that are in need of contribution, and the software developers who are willing, and capable to contribute to those projects in the supply side. For each open-source projects, the number of potential developers who are likely to contribute is limited, and we describe them as the “labor pool” of the project in this study. We operationzalition a project’s labor pool based on the collaboration networks of their existing developers, and we show that the characteristics of their developers, particularly about their social connections and technical similarities to the focal project (and its developers) is predictive of the number of new developers that the project can receive in the near future. In addition, our results indicate that projects may compete for developers’ attentions and being exposed to many projects may decrease the likelihood of joining each one of them. This study is conducted over 516,893 Python projects recorded in the World of Code dataset [132], and more details can be found in Chapter 3.

1.2.3 Open-source novelty and atypical combination

In this work, we adopt the Schumpeterian [176] view of innovation as a novel recombination of existing bits of knowledge, and draw inspiration from studies of innovation in research publications and its relationship to scientific impact. We propose to measure the novelty of open-source projects based on the atypical combination of dependency packages. A package that a software project imports imply its functions, and some packages are typically used together in a project because they serve related purposes. Oppositely, software projects importing packages that are commonly not imported together may imply its unique functions or applications from other projects and we consider it to be “novel”. We first construct a project-package dependency graph, and compare it against a random null graph, where all the edges in the graph are randomly reshuffled with the degree of each node (i.e., projects and packages) holds the same. We compute the atypicality measurement of package co-dependencies based this comparison and aggregate the package level atypically at the project level by taking its average. Our result suggests that atypical projects tend to be more popular and receive more stars, but they are more likely to have a sustainability problem because each developer have a higher workload. Chapter 4 provides more details about this work.

1.2.4 The origin of open-source innovation

In this study, we scrutinize developers’ knowledge access through three distinct social networks: code commits, issue posting, and project stars. We empirically assess both the volume and diversity of interactions within these networks and examine their impact on the novelty of projects
developed by developers in subsequent periods. Our findings indicate that developers who access a more diverse set of knowledge tend to produce more novel projects, although the volume of knowledge accessed shows minimal effect. Notably, the diversity of knowledge accessed through weak ties emerges as a particularly significant factor in enhancing developer innovation. Chapter 5 elaborates further on these findings.

1.3 Proposed contributions

The proposed contributions of this thesis include the following:

• Use causal analysis to verify the effect of social media posts to attract stargazers and developers to OSS projects.
• Describe the varied influence different media platforms have to OSS projects by suggesting they attract stargazers and developers from different network distance.
• Provide a network perspective to better understand and predict the number of new developers to a project.
• Propose arguably the first measurement of OSS project novelty at a large scale and conduct preliminary analysis to understand the association between novelty and other project outcomes.
• Perform an empirical analysis aimed at comprehending the access to knowledge through social networks and its impact on the novelty of projects.
• Introduce novel approaches to OSS research community, including the difference in differences framework to make causal analysis over observational data, and social network analysis to study the relationships among OSS projects and developers.
Chapter 2

Open-source Information Diffusion on Social Media and its Network Effects

2.1 Introduction

In open-source software (OSS) development, attention can be a double-edged sword. Sometimes, OSS projects receive too much attention, and maintainers have to deal with overwhelming volumes of requests and demands from users [73]; in these cases, maintainers might rather fend off new attention coming their way. Other times, even successful OSS projects are unable to attract more than a few contributors, and occasionally OSS projects are maintained by no one at all [13, 50]; in these cases, more sustained involvement from users and contributors would be welcome. Yet, for many OSS projects, gaining attention from the community, e.g., to increase adoption and attract more contributors, remains a challenge.

Several mechanisms through which OSS projects can gain attention [31, 133, 201] and attract new contributors [27, 133, 160] have been studied in the past. The literature is especially rich in recent years, in the context of social coding platforms like GitHub, because of the high level of transparency and many opportunities for project maintainers to signal, explicitly and implicitly, about their work [60]. For example, prior studies of OSS projects hosted on GitHub have found that how projects organize their repository homepages and README files [160], whether projects get featured by the hosting platform [133], whether projects have public releases [29], and how maintainers use prominent repository badges to indicate less observable project qualities [201], all have an impact on how the project is perceived by its audience and even the actions that some audience members take, e.g., joining the project.

However, prior work has, by and large, focused only on endogenous or “in-network” attention eliciting mechanisms, i.e., taking actions or displaying signals afforded by the code hosting platform itself. This leaves an important gap—little is known about attention eliciting mechanisms that can be considered exogenous from the perspective of OSS projects hosted on GitHub or similar platforms. Here we focus on one such mechanism, social media. Social media platforms, widely used by software developers [191], enable OSS maintainers to share their work with a potentially larger audience, that exists beyond their immediate connections on any code hosting platform; e.g., social media posts about an OSS project may be amplified by the authors’ social
networks, influential social media users, or the platform itself. Social media platforms also
tend to have low barrier to participation and high viewership, which makes them actionable and
potentially impactful for OSS maintainers, admirers, and evangelists looking to attract attention
to projects in need. A better understanding of the effectiveness of using social media to attract
attention to OSS projects could directly impact the projects’ success and sustainability.

Yet, little is known about how much social media activity can contribute to OSS sustainability,
if at all. The evidence from other contexts suggests that actions taken on social media platforms
can have spillover, out-of-network effects; e.g., researchers have found that tweets can predict
movie ratings [154] and increase citations to academic papers [129]. Can similar effects be
expected for OSS?

To address this gap, in this paper, we compile a large dataset of 44,544 tweets containing
links to open source GitHub repositories,¹ spanning 6 months of history, and with cross-links
between user profiles on both platforms. We then apply statistical causal inference techniques
to: (a) estimate the causal effect of tweets on the number of new GitHub repository stars and
new committers; (b) characterize the tweets with the highest impact; and (c) characterize the OSS
contributors attracted by these tweets.

Among other results, we find that:

• Tweets have a statistically significant and sizable effect on attracting new stars to OSS
  GitHub projects, estimated at around 11% increase in stars on average for every set of
tweets mentioning a repository around the same time.

• The effect of tweets on attracting new committers is present but small, around 2% more
  commit authors on average.

• The effect of tweets on attracting both stars and committers is moderated by multiple
  factors, including tweet purpose, size of tweet ‘burst’ (number of tweets mentioning the
  same repository around the same time), and tweet author affiliation with the OSS projects.

• Newly attracted contributors tend to be more active in the OSS GitHub projects when they
  have had prior Twitter interaction with the tweet authors.

2.2 Related works

Like all software, OSS also needs a steady supply of development and maintenance effort to
remain relevant, of high quality, and secure. In community-driven OSS projects, this effort
comes largely from volunteers [81, 180]. And even though OSS as a whole plays important
infrastructure roles in our digital economy [72], OSS maintainers’ ability to attract, onboard, and
retain contributors has generally not kept up with this success. For example, prior work describes
how many popular OSS projects are maintained by only one or two developers [5, 12, 51, 223],
how project newcomers face a swath of barriers that hinder their first contributions [188, 189],
and how many of these newcomer barriers are accentuated by gender [137], which further reduces
the available contributor pool. Researchers have also found that high turnover in OSS projects
can have negative effects, including knowledge loss [167], longer time to fix issues [82], and
decreased software quality [85]. More generally, researchers have studied the internal and external

¹The title quote was part of one such tweet; see O5 in Figure 2.4 in the Appendix.
factors that contribute to the OSS projects’ risk of becoming ‘dormant,’ ‘inactive,’ ‘unmaintained,’ or ‘abandoned’ [13, 50, 51, 52, 113, 204].

Although sometimes OSS maintainers are overwhelmed with the high volume of requests and demands on their time from users and contributors [73, 164], increased OSS project popularity is generally associated with desirable outcomes [146]. For example, prior work found that popular OSS projects are perceived as having higher quality and better community support [15, 60], tend to be more attractive to new contributors [29, 86, 160], and tend to be more successful at fundraising [155]. That is, they tend to be more sustainable.

Besides the intrinsic quality of the projects or the reputation and influence of their maintainers [27], which can affect project popularity and attractiveness to new contributors, various interventions have also been attempted. Some, like the signals providing transparency into otherwise less observable attributes, are relatively subtle, or implicit. Yet they can be effective and are abundant, with many instances being a standard part of the platform UI on social coding platforms like GitHub, or being customizable by project maintainers. For example, prior work has found that NPM packages displaying quality assurance badges on their GitHub READMEs tend to be downloaded more than packages without badges [201]; moreover, adding badges to READMEs seems to encourage projects to update their dependencies [141, 201]. Similarly, the daily activity streak counters that used to be part of the GitHub user profile page UI seemed to steer users towards long, uninterrupted streaks of activity, including arguably unhealthy activity on the weekends, as a recent natural experiment has shown [145]. More generally, prior work has found that developers make rich inferences about each other and the quality of their work based on the signals available on individual profile and repository homepages on the GitHub platform [60, 135] and respond to nudges based on such signals [35, 160].

Other interventions are explicit. For example, GitHub uses an algorithm² to identify trending repositories for the day/week/month based on their recent growth in activity and popularity metrics, and features the resulting projects on a dedicated page. This can cause the OSS projects to face an “attention shock” [133] with notable effects, including a surge in new contributors. Within their control, maintainers can also actively promote their projects. [31] found in a sample of 96 highly popular OSS projects that being mentioned in highly upvoted posts on the Hacker News aggregator site is associated with a statistically significant increase in the number of GitHub stars in the first three days after the publication date on Hacker News compared to the three days before.

More generally, prior work identified Twitter, blogs, in-person meetings and events, and RSS feeds as the most popular promotion channels for OSS [31]. In particular, Twitter is widely used in the software engineering community [26, 193] for a variety of purposes, including learning about new technologies, staying updated about interesting repositories, and OSS project promotion [32, 76, 182]. However, there are no studies quantitatively evaluating the effectiveness of OSS project promotion on social media, with the exception of the Hacker News study [31] above. Yet, there is evidence outside of OSS that activity on Twitter predicts popularity of offline events and other types of online content, including the online news cycle [44], gross earnings of movies [228], and popularity of academic research [115]. This effect has also been observed on other social media platforms besides Twitter, e.g., Reddit [70] and YouTube [168, 170].

²https://github.blog/2013-08-13-explore-what-is-trending-on-github/
2.3 Research questions

The main goal of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of tweeting about OSS projects. Focusing on GitHub, the most popular platform for hosting OSS development, we expect that tweets mentioning OSS projects could expand the projects’ audience and reach beyond what they already have on GitHub through their watchers [181] or through their maintainers’ direct followers [27, 123]. We seek to estimate how much of this extended audience, if any, such tweets are able to attract and convert into stargazers or project contributors, both outcomes which can drive project success and sustainability, as discussed above. We ask:

RQ1. How do tweets mentioning open-source projects impact their popularity and attractiveness to new contributors?

However, social media content, including tweets, are hardly perennial in any user’s momentary view of the platform, since they are typically organized as a stream (“news feed”). On Twitter, one’s timeline displays a mix of tweets from accounts they follow plus content suggested by the platform based on a variety of signals, e.g., whether someone one follows has interacted with that content. In addition, one’s level of engagement with social media, attention span, and ability to absorb a typically overwhelming volume of content are all very limited. It follows that in order to even stand a chance at being effective, tweets mentioning open source projects should at the very least be noticed. This may depend on many factors, including their content and virality, and their authors’ Twitter network span. For instance, popular tweets on Twitter are liked by many and may have stronger promotional effects, and tweets with certain hashtags, of different lengths, and with different types of content may also have different effects. It is important to understand the characteristics of successful tweets, if this OSS project promotional mechanism is to be used effectively. We ask:

RQ2. How does the impact of tweets mentioning open-source projects vary with different tweet characteristics?

Finally, we seek to better understand who is being attracted by these tweets. Knowing what type of audience and contributors can be attracted via Twitter is important for developers’ decision to tweet or not. Prior social connections are known to impact developer engagement and retention [43, 161, 202] in open source. Twitter offers an additional modality for developers to socialize and form connections. In turn, these connections may help explain developers’ engagement with the open source projects they discovered via Twitter, e.g., they may motivate
people to contribute more and for a longer period. By cross-linking user accounts across the two platforms (GitHub and Twitter), we can investigate the characteristics of the users who were likely attracted by the tweets mentioning GitHub repositories, both relative to other users on Twitter who were likely exposed to those same tweets, as well as to other GitHub contributors to those same projects. In short, we ask:

**RQ3. What are the characteristics of the contributors likely attracted via tweets mentioning open-source projects?**

The following section gives an overview of our study design to answer these research questions.

## 2.4 Methods

### 2.4.1 Study Overview

We designed and carried out a mixed-methods empirical study, analyzing a novel dataset that integrates data across Twitter and GitHub. Starting from a set of tweets containing links to GitHub repositories, we collect data about two outcomes of interest—project popularity as indicated by the growth in the number of stars and project success in attracting new contributors as indicated by the growth in commit authors. We also collect characteristics of those tweets and their authors, including the tweet authors’ ego networks. Finally, we use public information to cross-link user accounts across Twitter and GitHub, and collect additional data about the tweet authors’ relationship to the repositories mentioned in their tweets. At a high level (Figure 2.1), our study consists of two main parts. We give a brief overview here and discuss details below.

**Part 1: Diff-in-Diff Analysis of the Causal Impact of Tweets (RQ1, RQ2)** In the first part, we mimic an experimental research design using the observational data we collected, by modeling the differential effect of an intervention on a ‘treatment group’ versus a ‘control group’ in a natural experiment.

In a true experiment, the random assignment of subjects to one of the two conditions (‘treatment’ and ‘control’), together with the pre-test manipulation of the independent variable under study, is what enables researchers to make causal claims about the nature of the association between the independent and dependent variables, if present. Our study is observational and, therefore, more limited in its ability to support causal claims, compared to a true experimental design. Consider project popularity, one of our two main outcomes of interest, as an example. While we expect that Twitter mentions may help increase the number of GitHub stars projects receive on average, such an increasing star count trend may have already started before the Twitter mentions, and for different reasons. Figure 2.2 illustrates this point—the number of new GitHub stars received per day seems to start increasing before the project was first mentioned on Twitter on March 9th. One of the tweets mentioning the repository shortly thereafter (O8 in the Appendix) offers a clue as to why, suggesting a possible in-person event where the repository first started being promoted. Therefore, we are not sure if it is the event itself that caused the increase in stars, or if those tweets also played a role in the star increase. Similarly, as discussed above, being featured on the GitHub trending page or mentioned on platforms like Reddit, Medium, and Hacker News may have also caused the observed increase in stars.
Figure 2.2: The number of new GitHub stars attracted by the `axa-group/nlp.js` repository per day before, during, and after the Twitter burst in the Appendix. The inset shows the timeline of tweets (labeled) and retweets (unlabeled).

To be able to make causal inferences, the key idea behind our design is to compare not the historical changes in outcome measures before and after the intervention among mentioned repositories, but rather the difference in these changes between a group of treated (mentioned) repositories and a carefully selected group of untreated repositories, that acts as a control. The latter is chosen such that the pre-treatment trends in outcomes are similar between the treatment and control groups. That is, the confounding factors before the treatment (e.g., offline in-person event), if present, would have on average affected both treated and control repositories similarly since the pre-treatment trends between the two groups are parallel. Under this assumption, the difference between the observed outcome and the “normal” outcome, *i.e.*, the difference that would still exist if neither group experienced the treatment given the same trend over time in both groups, can be seen as the true effect of the tweets assuming there were no concurrent treatments. In addition, our estimated causal effect is not subject to the influence of any other confounding variables as long as they apply to both treated and control repositories at the similar
level. For example, switching accounts across commits will cause a change in the number of new committers but will not affect the estimated treatment effect if we assume developers’ tendency to switch accounts is similar in both treated and control repositories. This design is known as difference-in-differences (diff-in-diff) estimation [220].

We use the former analysis to address RQ1. To address RQ2, we include relevant tweet characteristics as predictors in the same diff-in-diff model, which allows us to estimate their effects.

Part 2: Mixed-Methods Analysis of Who Is Attracted By Tweets (RQ3) In the second part, we report on a mixed-methods qualitative and quantitative case study of a sample of new committers to GitHub projects that were likely attracted by tweets, to better understand when this mechanism can be effective. Quantitatively, we compare developers likely attracted by tweets both to other GitHub project contributors and to others likely exposed to the same tweets but who did not start committing to the GitHub projects. Qualitatively, we analyze instances of past Twitter interaction (e.g., reply to each other’s tweets) and GitHub collaboration (e.g., commit to the same repository) to better understand the reasons why those developers may have been attracted.

2.4.2 Preprocessing

We start from the convenience sample of 70,427 GitHub users cross-linked with their Twitter accounts, published by [76]. The authors used two heuristics to identify the GitHub users’ likely Twitter profiles, reportedly with 85% accuracy: “(1) mining explicit links to Twitter accounts from [all] GitHub user profile pages; (2) crawling personal websites linked from GitHub user profile pages and mining links to Twitter accounts therein” [76]. We then use the Twitter API to mine all these users’ tweets, and identify a total of 331,627 tweets among these that contain links to GitHub artifacts (e.g., issue thread, repository homepage).

Next, we apply a series of filters to de-noise this starting dataset, excluding tweets that mention: (i) more than one repository (more ambiguous effects), (ii) forks rather than main repositories (confounded repository activity metrics), (iii) repositories not recorded in GHTorrent [92] (one of our main sources of data), (iv) repositories with multiple entries in GHTorrent (unclear which entry to choose), (v) repositories with a later recorded creation time in GHTorrent than the tweet itself, (vi) repositories deleted from GitHub (or made private) since the tweet, (vii) repositories without explicit open source licenses.3

We then limit our sample to tweets posted between November 1st 2018 and April 30th 2019 because: a) the copy of GHTorrent we had access to ended in May 2019; and b) the Twitter API limits the number of tweets we can obtain from any single user, therefore tweets from highly active users posted further back in the past are less likely to be retrievable (this might bias the sample towards an over-representation of tweets from less active users). The chosen period, six months, is long enough to yield a large dataset for analysis: after this and all of the above filters, we were left with 10,837 tweets mentioning 7,816 distinct repositories.

3We used the Open Source Initiative list https://opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical
Figure 2.3: Operationalization of tweet burst and diff-in-diff data setup. **Top Left:** Tweets mentioning the same repository within $X$ days of each other are considered part of the same burst. **Bottom Left:** Two bursts mentioning the same repository must be at least $Y$ days apart. **Right:** Control group repositories must not have experienced any bursts of their own at least $Y$ days after the end of the corresponding treatment group repository burst.

However, these 10,837 tweets are only from (a subset of) the 70,427 developers in cross-linked GitHub -Twitter public dataset we started from, while potentially many other people could have tweeted about those same repositories; their tweets would go undetected if they were not part of the cross-linked dataset we started from. To capture all other tweets mentioning those repositories during our observation period, posted by people that were not part of our starting cross-linked user dataset, we further query the Twitter API for all tweets containing links with the format https://github.com/owner/repo_name. Note that we exclude replies, i.e., tweets posted explicitly “in reply to” other tweets, as they are generally less visible in one’s timeline and therefore expected to have less attraction effect. We do, however, include retweets, for both these and all of the earlier tweets in our dataset.

Finally, we expand the set of heuristics used by [76] to link users across the two platforms. Specifically, we further cross-link users based on: (i) similarity of their display names and usernames / logins, as [24] did originally for commit logs and email archives; (ii) similarity of their profile pictures on GitHub and Twitter—we use average per-channel (RGB) histogram distance between two images for comparison. For validation, we manually checked random samples of GitHub -Twitter user pairs suggested by the heuristics against other public information online. See our replication package for scripts and more details.

### 2.4.3 Aggregating Tweets into Bursts

Twitter mentions of GitHub repositories may occur closely together in time, as part of coordinated or coincidental bursts of social media activity. Taking the example in Figure 2.2, note how
eight tweets by different authors (O1–O8) and many retweets of these, all mentioning the same repository, occurred within a short period.

Figure 2.4: Tweets mentioning the axa-group/nlp.js repository as part of a burst of social media activity spanning 10 days.

In this case, it is unclear how to reason about which tweet caused a possible increase in GitHub stars shortly thereafter—it could be any subset of those tweets. Rather than reasoning about tweets separately, we therefore first aggregate tweets into bursts and then reason about the effect, if any, of a burst as a whole.

There are two important operationalization decisions here. First is identifying the start and
end of a burst (top left in Figure 2.3). To this end, we defined a hyper-parameter \( X \) representing the maximum allowable time gap (measured in days) between any consecutive two tweets or retweets mentioning a given repository, before they are considered to be part of different bursts.

Second is dealing with neighboring bursts (bottom left in Figure 2.3). It may take some time before the effects of a burst, if any, become visible. During this time, it is possible for another burst mentioning the same repository to have started, creating ambiguity about which burst caused those effects. To avoid this, we define a hyper-parameter \( Y \) representing the observable effects period after the end of a burst, and conservatively discard all bursts that are “too close” to neighboring bursts, i.e., if there is another burst mentioning the same repository, either started less than \( Y \) days after the end, or ended less than \( Y \) days before the start of this burst.

This decision has implications also for the control group repositories (more details about how we identified them below). A key assumption behind our diff-in-diff causal inference analysis is that the repositories acting as controls have not been treated, i.e., mentioned in Twitter bursts, around the same time. This implies that we necessarily also require that a potential burst mentioning a control group repository must not have started less than \( Y \) days after the end of a burst mentioning the corresponding treatment-group repository (right side of Figure 2.3).

Our results below are computed with \( X = 3 \) and \( Y = 3 \) days.\(^4\) We performed sensitivity analyses for \( X, Y \in \{3, 7\} \) and found the conclusions after regression analysis to be consistent. Given the chosen values, our resulting dataset contains 6,981 bursts in total (15,975 original tweets and 28,569 retweets), mentioning 2,370 unique repositories.

### 2.4.4 Compiling a Control Group

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, to test the causal relationship between tweets mentioning GitHub repositories and the number of GitHub stars and the number of new committers, we adopt a diff-in-diff design [1]. Specifically, we consider a burst of tweets mentioning a particular GitHub repository as an intervention and contrast the change in the two outcome variables post intervention between the treated repositories and an appropriate control group.

To compile our control group, we adopt a stacked diff-in-diff design [91], i.e., we identify suitable control group repositories also from among the set of repositories mentioned in tweets. This is possible because even if all repositories considered are mentioned in at least one Twitter burst, they are not all mentioned at the same time; thus, for any repository treated at time \( t \), other repositories treated at different times can serve as controls for time \( t \). This approach has several advantages, including an implicit way to control for some confounding factors (potential ways in which the repositories ever mentioned in tweets are different from those never mentioned) and computational efficiency (some variables that need to be computed for the control group will have been computed anyway).

Specifically, we use propensity score matching [40] to sample as controls, for every treated repository, up to five other repositories that were not mentioned in tweets around the same time,\(^5\) but which show parallel trends in the outcome variables leading up to the intervention

---

\(^4\)The attentive reader may notice that in this case the bottom-left condition in Figure 2.3 becomes superfluous, unlike instances when \( Y \neq X \).

\(^5\)Recall also the constraints in Section 2.4.3 and Figure 2.3.
time, compared to the treated repository. We chose the 1:5 ratio (as opposed to 1:1) to increase robustness in our statistical conclusions while keeping the modeling sample relatively balanced.

2.4.5 Estimating Tweet Burst Causal Effects and Their Moderators (RQ1, RQ2)

As per Section 2.4.3, our unit of analysis is a tweet burst mentioning a particular GitHub repository. For every such burst, we record its time and mentioned GitHub repository, variables capturing different characteristics of the burst and tweet authors, variables capturing different characteristics of the repository, and measurements of the two dependent variables — number of GitHub stars and number of committers — computed immediately before and $Y$ days after the burst; We also record analogous measures for the up to five control group bursts (repositories) assigned to every treatment group burst (recall Section 2.4.4). We refer to all the pre- and post-treatment observations for a given treatment and corresponding control group bursts as a cohort.

Model Specification. To answer RQ1, we estimate the regression:

$$O_{ict} = \beta_0 p_{tc} * t_{ic} + \beta_1 p_{tc} * S_{ic} + \beta_2 p_{tc} + \beta_3 t_{ic} + \delta_{tc} + \alpha_{ic}$$ (2.1)

Here, $O_{ict}$ represents the outcome variable within the period starting at time $t$, for a given repository $i$ in cohort $c$, where a cohort refers to a treated repository and all its corresponding controls. $p_{tc}$ is a flag indicating whether time $t$ is in the pre- or post-treatment period of cohort $c$, and $t_{ic}$ is a flag indicating whether repository $i$ is in the treatment or control group for cohort $c$. $S_{ic}$ denotes concurrent non-tweet treatments potentially experienced by the same repository (recall the discussion of the GitHub trending page and similar ‘treatments’ in Section 2.4.1). Finally, $\delta_{tc}$ and $\alpha_{ic}$ are “time-cohort” and “repository-cohort” random effects, necessary given the inherent nested structure of our data—e.g., the same repository may appear as part of different cohorts at different times, violating the independence assumption expected in regression analyses [159]. This specification gives an intuitive interpretation of the estimated coefficient $\beta_0$—it is the average treatment effect of the tweet burst, since $p_{tc}$ and $t_{ic}$ capture the average difference between the treated and control groups, and between the pre- and post-treatment periods.

To answer RQ2, we extend the model to incorporate $X_{ic}$, the characteristics of the tweets mentioning a given GitHub repository in a given cohort, following a model specification by [68]:

$$O_{ict} = \beta_0 p_{tc} * t_{ic} * X_{ic} + \beta_1 p_{tc} * S_{ic} + \beta_2 p_{tc} + \beta_3 t_{ic} + \delta_{tc} + \alpha_{ic}$$ (2.2)

The interaction term $p_{tc} * t_{ic} * X_{ic}$ ensures that the tweet burst characteristics will only affect the value of fitted outcome variables post-treatment. The estimated $\beta_0$ should be interpreted as the moderating effect of those characteristics on the outcome variable.

Model Estimation. When estimating the regressions, we take the standard precautions (see replication package), including filtering out outliers (top 1% most extreme values) [156], log-transforming variables with skewed distributions to reduce heteroscedasticity [89], and checking for multicollinearity using the variance inflation factor [199]. As indicators of goodness of fit, we report a marginal ($R^2_m$—the variance explained by the fixed effects alone) and a conditional ($R^2_c$—fixed and random effects together) coefficient of determination for generalized mixed-effects models [110, 149].
2.4.6 Identifying Characteristics of Developers Likely Attracted By Tweets (RQ3)

For the second part of our study, answering RQ3, we focus on developers placing their first contributions to the different GitHub projects soon after the repositories were mentioned in tweets, and who were plausibly attracted by those tweets.

To better understand the underlying mechanisms, we start by qualitatively studying the relationship between attracted developers and Twitter authors. For every repository and tweet burst we extract the authors of commits recorded in the main branch within 30 days of the end of the burst, that had not committed to the project before; both direct push commits and indirect merged pull request commits are captured this way. We then label those new committers as likely attracted by tweets if they (i) are part of our Twitter-GitHub cross-linked dataset, (ii) retweeted one of the tweets mentioning the GitHub repository within 3 days after the tweet was posted; and (iii) starred the mentioned repository in the same period. Retweeting ensures the user is exposed to the tweet, while starring the repository after the tweet increases the likelihood that the committer was attracted by the tweet.

With a set of 81 such committers likely attracted by tweets (and corresponding tweet authors who plausibly attracted them), one author coded and analyzed all instances of Twitter interaction and GitHub activity between the tweet authors and attracted committers using thematic analysis. This was an iterative process that involved discussing with another author the different codes and examples thereof, resolving disagreements and recoding, where needed. In each case, we coded on three dimensions: i) the frequency and directionality of past Twitter interaction; ii) the apparent intent of the current tweet and interaction; iii) the frequency of past GitHub collaboration and each other’s roles in the respective repositories. The coded interaction is then used to infer the relationship between tweet authors and attracted committers, and try to understand the reason developers are attracted.

Following the qualitative analysis we estimate three regressions. First, we run a logistic regression model to compare developers who contributed to the GitHub projects to others who did not, conditioning on both plausibly having been exposed to the tweets. Here we use past Twitter interaction between the new committers and the tweet authors to identify users exposed to tweets, as users with frequent past interaction are more likely to be exposed to tweets posted by each other.6 We define interaction as explicit @-mentioning the tweet author and we use at least three past Twitter “interactions” as the threshold of “tweet exposure.”

With the outcome variable being whether the exposed developer is attracted as committer (i.e., made a first commit within 30 days after the tweet burst), GitHub collaboration and other developer-level co-variates are included as independent variables and the estimated coefficient reflects the difference between developers attracted versus not. Because of the low number of committers attracted and high volume of “exposed users,” we randomly down-sample the exposed users to make the data frame relatively balanced with respect to the outcome variable.

Finally, we estimate regression and survival models to test how the new committers likely attracted by tweets differ from other new contributors during the same period in terms of (i) their

Table 2.1: Summaries of diff-in-diff regressions estimating the effect of tweets mentioning GitHub repositories on attracting new stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Treatment Effect</th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
<th>Model III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is post-treatment</td>
<td>−0.19(0.01)**</td>
<td>−0.19(0.01)**</td>
<td>−0.18(0.01)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is treated group?</td>
<td>0.35(0.01)**</td>
<td>0.34(0.01)**</td>
<td>0.23(0.02)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is treated group? : Is post-treatment?</td>
<td>0.11(0.01)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Other Treatments and Controls | |
|------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Number of Google search results (log) | 0.27(0.01)** | 0.25(0.01)** | 0.26(0.01)** |
| Had official release         | 0.11(0.02)** | 0.08(0.02)** | 0.09(0.03)** |
| Is GitHub trending           | 0.78(0.05)** | 0.71(0.05)** | 0.63(0.07)** |
| Burst duration (log)         | 0.13(0.00)** | 0.13(0.00)** | 0.12(0.00)** |

| Tweet Burst Characteristics | |
|------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Has hashtags                 | −0.04(0.02)*  | −0.05(0.03)*  |               |
| Is promotional               | 0.00(0.01)    | −0.01(0.02)   |               |
| Number of likes (log)        | 0.05(0.01)**  | 0.08(0.02)**  |               |
| Number of original tweets (log) | 0.08(0.02)** | 0.09(0.03)**  |               |
| Number of retweets (log)     | 0.08(0.02)**  | 0.07(0.02)**  |               |
| Is from committers           |               | −0.20(0.03)** |               |

| Num. obs.                   | 65,354         | 65,354         | 32,050         |
| R²m, (R²c)                  | 0.08(0.83)     | 0.09(0.83)     | 0.07(0.83)     |

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

The total number of commits 30 days after their first contribution (linear regression); and (ii) their total length of engagement with the project (Cox proportional-hazards regression)—we follow prior work [140, 161] to detect disengagement as the start of 12 months of inactivity.

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Tweet Effects on Project Popularity and New Contributors (RQ1)

We present a series of nested diff-in-diff regression results answering our first two research questions in Table 2.1 and 2.2.

We begin here by presenting the results for RQ1 and the number of new stars outcome variable. Model I estimates the average causal effect of tweet bursts mentioning GitHub repositories on the number of new GitHub stars gained within 3 days after the end of the burst. Interpreting the regression results, we first note statistically significant effects for all control variables: having official releases, being featured on the GitHub trending page, and otherwise showing up in Google search results, are all associated with an increase in the number of GitHub stars gained,
Table 2.2: Summaries of diff-in-diff regressions estimating the effect of tweets mentioning GitHub repositories on attracting new committers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of new committers (log)</th>
<th>Model IV</th>
<th>Model V</th>
<th>Model VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main Treatment Effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is post-treatment</td>
<td>−0.08(0.00)***</td>
<td>−0.08(0.00)***</td>
<td>−0.07(0.01)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is treated group?</td>
<td>0.01(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.01(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.01(0.00)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is treated group? : Is post-treatment?</td>
<td>0.02(0.00)***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Treatments and Controls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Google search results (log)</td>
<td>0.10(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.09(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.10(0.01)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had official release</td>
<td>0.11(0.01)***</td>
<td>0.10(0.01)***</td>
<td>0.10(0.01)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is GitHub trending</td>
<td>0.07(0.02)***</td>
<td>0.06(0.02)**</td>
<td>0.04(0.03)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst duration (log)</td>
<td>0.02(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.02(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.03(0.00)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tweet Burst Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has hashtags</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01(0.01)</td>
<td>−0.01(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is promotional</td>
<td>−0.07(0.01)***</td>
<td>−0.07(0.01)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of likes (log)</td>
<td>0.00(0.00)***</td>
<td>0.01(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of original tweets (log)</td>
<td>0.06(0.01)***</td>
<td>0.06(0.01)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of retweets (log)</td>
<td>0.01(0.01)</td>
<td>0.03(0.01)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is from committers</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.00(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Num. obs.                      | 65,354    | 65,354    | 32,050    |
| \(R^2_m (R^2_c)\)               | 0.04(0.43) | 0.05(0.43) | 0.05(0.44) |

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

as expected.

Turning to the main treatment effect, captured by the interaction term Is treated group? * Is post-treatment as per the model specification in Section 2.4.5, we find a statistically significant positive effect of the tweet burst on the number of GitHub stars gained: on average each tweet burst mentioning the repository corresponds to approximately 11% increase in stars (note the dependent variable is log-scaled, coefficient should be interpreted as the percentage of increase). Considering that the average number of stars gained for treated repositories in the pre-treatment period in our sample is 16.53 and the median is 9, a 11% increase corresponds to around two stars gained via tweets on average, or one star gained via tweets in the majority of cases, for every tweet burst. The average effect size of tweet promotion is only 15% of that of GitHub trending page appearance, 43% of Google search appearance (estimated effect being 0.27 if using Number of Google search results larger than 0? as independent variable), and similar as having an official project release. Moreover, we note a positive effect of the Burst duration—the longer the bursts (and thus the exposure of those tweets), the more stars are gained.

Next we turn to Model IV, which estimates the tweet bursts’ effect on the Number of new committers to the GitHub projects. Similarly to Model I, we observe a statistically significant positive effect of tweeting about a repository on the number of new committers to the project in the following 3 days post burst. However, compared to the number of stars, the effect on new
committers is considerably smaller—the estimated coefficient of 0.02 for the interaction \textit{Is treated group? * Is post-treatment} corresponds to an average of 2% increase in new committers attracted per tweet burst, which is much less than the effect size of trending page appearance, Google search result appearance and having official release. In absolute terms, considering that the mean number of new committers gained by treated repositories in the pre-burst period is 0.21 (median 0), given the size of our dataset one can expect this effect to translate to only approximately one out of every 250 repositories gaining a new committer as a result of the tweet burst, on average.

2.5.2 Characteristics of Impactful Tweets (RQ2)

Now we turn to Models II-III and V-VI, which add interaction terms between the various tweet burst characteristics and the previous \textit{Is treated group? * Is post-treatment} effect on the \textbf{Number of new stars} (Models II-III) and the \textbf{Number of new committers} (Models V-VI). The estimated coefficients for these variables can be interpreted as the moderating effect of tweet burst characteristics on attracting new GitHub stars and new committers, since the tweet burst characteristics are only defined for repositories in the treatment group. Recall, since the addition of the \textit{Is from committers} variable requires cross-linking of user accounts across the two platforms, we run Models III and VI on subsets of our dataset, where that information was available (cf. Section 2.4.2).

Interpreting the estimated coefficients, we make the following observations. First, the three variables related to burst popularity in Model II (III) all have statistically significant positive interaction effects with the treatment: the more original tweets, retweets, or likes in a burst, the stronger the effect of the burst on the \textbf{Number of new stars}. One can expect that doubling the number of tweets in the burst, either original or retweets, will lead to an average increase of 1.3 stars (\textit{i.e.}, 8%). Model V (VI) confirms the overall moderating effect of tweet burst popularity on the \textbf{Number of new committers}, but only in terms of \textbf{Number of original tweets}—one can expect that doubling the number of original tweets in a burst can lead to an average of approximately 0.013 new committers per project, or one new committer for every 80 repositories.

Second, we turn to the effect of the \textit{Is promotional} variable, capturing the tweet intent; recall, following [76] we consider tweets pointing to a GitHub repository homepage, as opposed to other targets like issue discussions, as promotional. We observe that the tweet intent has a statistically significant moderating effect on the \textbf{Number of new committers} per Model V (VI), but no moderating effect on the \textbf{Number of new stars} per Model II (III). That is, while the effect of tweet bursts on attracting new stars does not vary with tweet intent on average, tweet bursts that typically point to issue threads or pull requests (non-promotional per our operationalization) are expected to attract more new committers compared with bursts pointing to repository homepages.

Finally, the affiliation of tweet authors with the respective projects being mentioned in the tweets, \textit{i.e.}, whether the tweet burst \textit{Is from committers}, has a statistically significant moderating effect for the \textbf{Number of new stars}—Model III reveals that tweet bursts from project contributors can be expected to attract 20% fewer new stars on average, controlling for the number of tweets in the burst. The effect of the tweet burst on the \textbf{Number of new committers} does not vary with the affiliation of tweet authors with the project, per Model VI. The effect of tweet bursts on both outcomes also does not vary considerably with the presence of \textit{Hashtags}. 
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2.5.3 Characteristics of New Contributors (RQ3)

Recall, we used thematic analysis to characterize the types of relationships between the new committers to the repositories mentioned in tweets and authors of those tweets (see Section 2.4.6). We stopped after qualitatively analyzing a sample of 19 such developers’ GitHub and Twitter activity histories since we did not observe any new themes. Across our sample, we observe three main themes:

- **Repeated past Twitter interaction & GitHub collaboration** (6 instances, 32%): The new contributors and the tweet authors appear close socially and they share a long history of collaboration. They have had intense two-way Twitter interactions (i.e., retweeting and replying to each other’s tweets), and they usually have also committed to the same other GitHub repositories before as well.

- **Following community leaders or influential developers** (7 instances, 36%): The new contributors appear either interested in a specific project or the work of an influential developer. They posted many tweets or retweets about the project or from the influential developer. In one case, the influential Twitter account was a bot.

- **Weak ties** (6 instances, 32%): The new contributors have little or no past Twitter interaction with the tweet authors and no traces of past collaboration on GitHub, but they tend to follow the tweet authors on Twitter or are in the same broad software community on Twitter, which gives them exposure to each other’s tweets.

The qualitative analysis suggests the existence of past social ties plays an important role to attract new committers, but promotion on GitHub repositories can also diffuse through weak ties and reach developers with little prior interaction.

To further characterize the attracted developers, we estimate the three regressions in Table 2.3. Model VII is a logistic regression testing the association between the presence of past GitHub interaction and the likelihood of a developer placing their first commit to a GitHub project mentioned in tweets (i.e., is attracted), among developers in the cross-linked dataset who were possibly exposed to those tweets given their past Twitter interactions with the tweet authors. The model shows that developers who collaborated with focal project member in the past are more likely to be attracted (indicated by the positive effect of Has GITHUB collab). The attracted developers tend to be newer to the GitHub platform (indicated by the negative effect of GitHub tenure) but not any more or less experienced otherwise outside of the focal project (no effect of GitHub commits); and they tend to be less active on Twitter (negative effect of Num. tweets), with more of their activity being original tweets than retweets (positive effect of Ratio original tweets). We fit another model with nominal variables representing individual developers, entered as a random effect, to assess the relative effect of individual-level variables. The associations reported above are statistically insignificant in this model, showing that individual-level random effects explain the majority of the variance, indicating whether developers being attracted are more affected by user-level characteristics not included in the model. We suggest including more detailed user-level variables (e.g., the kind of project users have committed to in the past) in future research.

Model VIII summarizes the estimated linear regression testing the association between the short-term activity levels of new project contributors (30-day commit counts after their first
2.6 Implications

We now summarize our main results and discuss their implications.

### 2.6.1 Twitter can be an effective mechanism to popularize open source software projects

Our study provides robust empirical evidence that tweets mentioning GitHub repositories likely lead to an increase in the repositories’ number of GitHub stars beyond what can be explained by other observable promotional mechanisms such as being featured on the GitHub trending...
page or otherwise online. These results suggest that Twitter can be a useful tool for open source maintainers to promote projects, and perhaps even better than other promotional mechanisms, since anyone can tweet at any time, unlike e.g., the GitHub trending page, which maintainers have no control over and which requires the project to be popular already before being featured.

2.6.2 Not all tweets are created equal

Our models suggest that the popularizing effect of tweets varies with different tweet characteristics. First, we find that the more tweets there are in a burst, the stronger the effect of that burst on increasing a project’s start count. This reflects, intuitively, the increased exposure and attention the repositories get when mentioned by multiple tweets around the same time. However, we do not find any evidence that the purpose of the tweets matters. Unlike prior work [76] suggesting that tweets that point to issue discussions or pull requests when mentioning the GitHub repositories may have less promotional effect, we find that all tweets help attract attention to the project similarly, irrespective of intent, and some of this attention translates into new GitHub stars. We do, however, find evidence that the effect varies with the tweet authors’ affiliation with the GitHub projects—tweets by existing project contributors or maintainers, i.e., project ‘insiders,’ are seemingly less impactful than tweets by others. One possible explanation is that tweets from project insiders may be considered less objective (self-promotion) and may not be taken to reflect the true value or quality of the project. Another possible explanation is that tweets posted by others may bring this project to a different, wider audience, compared to tweets from project insiders whose Twitter followers may already know this project well. This result suggests that obtaining an ‘endorsement’ from a trustworthy third-party on Twitter may further benefit the project’s popularity, and it also suggests the importance to promote outside one’s own social circle. Multiple tweets about a repository by the same set of users may have decreasing value to attract new stars, because most of their audience have already considered the project before.

Tweets can help to attract new committers, but only under certain condition. The effect of tweets mentioning GitHub repositories on attracting new contributors is weaker than for stars. However, it is still statistically significant and causal given our study design. Comparing the stars and committers models, the latter indicate that more focused attention is needed. In particular, it seems important that tweets not be generic but rather point to specific repository elements, typically specific issue or pull request discussions, and that tweet bursts contain more original tweets than retweets to increase the magnitude of the effect.

2.6.3 Community engagement on Twitter is important

Our qualitative analysis revealed that of those repositories that do attract new committers, many of them succeeded through the bond of a community or strong interpersonal connections. Either the project itself has a vibrant community on Twitter, with many developers following the activity of the project, and major contributors and administrators of the project managing the online conversation and maintaining connection with other peer developers; or the project’s maintainers are highly active and maintain intense communication with other developers on Twitter. Both suggest the importance of maintaining an active Twitter presence as a GitHub
developer and managing the interaction with a set of potential collaborators on Twitter, where the latest information about developers’ project can be diffused to them swiftly.

### 2.6.4 Social connections can be leveraged for work-related tasks, especially short-term ones

Our models of how the new project contributors plausibly attracted by tweets differ from other contributors, on average, confirmed the importance of maintaining ties with past collaborators on GitHub and, in addition, the added value of Twitter social ties. However, comparing the models of short- (commits in the first 30 days) and long-term outcomes (length of engagement with the project), we see weakening impact of the past Twitter connections, long-term. This suggests that open-source maintainers may tap into their Twitter social connections for on-demand, perhaps for help with specific issues, but that these resources are not necessarily sustainable.

### 2.6.5 Attention can be a double edged sword

The fact that tweets have strong effect to attract user attention, but comparatively lower numbers of new committers also raises concerns to developers tweeting about GitHub repositories. As we mentioned in Section 2.1, while using Twitter as a promotion platform may increase the popularity of a project, it may also simultaneously bring about requests and demands from new users without a proportional amount of contribution input. Future research can further investigate other project outcomes that may be affected by increased attention, such as the number of issue reports. Developers should also consider this factor when they decide to start a promotion campaign for their project on Twitter.

### 2.6.6 The role of Twitter in open-source development

Comparing with developers who are not evidently attracted by tweets, the plausibly attracted ones are relatively new to GitHub, and they don’t post much on Twitter. We hypothesize that they are new developers looking for open-source projects to contribute to so they may not have routine collaborators or the energy and motivation to maintain a strong social media presence. We argue that Twitter is especially important for such developers, since it provides them an opportunity to receive updates or information about GitHub projects at a low cost.

### 2.6.7 Twitter can be more tightly integrated into code hosting platforms

GitHub is one of the most popular platforms for hosting open-source repositories, and it has various initiatives to promote projects (e.g., trending pages, project spotlights) which can lead to higher popularity of the promoted projects. Given that Twitter seems to be a valuable exogenous attention eliciting platform, we suggest that integrating Twitter access into the code hosting platform could help with broadcasting information about those projects more effectively (note that GitHub recently added an explicit Twitter field in user profile pages too⁸). This could be done,

⁸https://rb.gy/l0bis
e.g., by adding a ‘tweet’ button on each project homepage and issue thread page. Providing ready access to Twitter could lead to easy, immediate action for developers to promote their project. This can also be helpful to other non-developer users of the project to discuss issues or promote a certain feature of the repository to their broader social circle. In addition to this, keeping in mind the moderators of the effects of tweets we uncovered, platforms could also provide tweet templates that can incorporate some of these suggestions as soon as a user tries to tweet from the project homepage.

**Diff-in-diff can be a useful design in software engineering research.** At a higher level, we note that our causal inference research design, while well-established in the social sciences, has hardly ever been used in software engineering research. We hope that our current work will motivate empirical software engineering researchers to consider this and similar causal inference designs more frequently in the future.

### 2.7 Conclusions

In this paper, we empirically demonstrated that mentioning open-source GitHub repositories on Twitter can lead to an increase in project popularity and help to attract new developers. However, the mechanism is not equally effective for the two outcomes: while the effect of tweets on gaining new stars seems to apply to most repositories and kinds of tweets, even less popular ones, tweeting to attract new developers is considerably less effective on average, reflective of the relatively higher bar to placing a technical contribution in an open-source project compared to simply expressing interest in the project by starring it. Still, we argue, there is hope for open-source maintainers, community managers, and evangelists, since the effect of tweeting on both outcomes is moderated by many factors within one’s control. We conclude, optimistically, that tweeting about open source can contribute to improving open source sustainability.
Chapter 3

Social-technical Networks and its Influence on OSS Sustainability

3.1 Introduction

Much like any software [34], open source also requires considerable effort to develop and maintain, e.g., to respond to evolving user needs [14], unexpected bugs or issues [196], and ever-changing dependencies [28]. However, since much of open source is still being developed and maintained by volunteers [19, 166], for projects, being able to attract and retain new contributors is essential [162]. Attracting and onboarding new contributors preserves the continuity of project development and maintenance, and can even save the project from being abandoned when core developers leave [13]. The arrival of new contributors may also bring new knowledge and perspectives to the project team, and thus help to produce software of higher quality [165]. Yet, open-source projects often struggle to find the right contributors [13] and this is aggravated by the voluntary nature of many open-source contributions — turnover rates are high [85], disengagement of core project developers is common [82], and the reasons people drop out are often unavoidable, e.g., a change of job or life status [140].

There has been considerable prior research to understand the characteristics of projects that succeed in attracting and onboarding new contributors, as well as the barriers faced by people placing their first contributions in open-source projects [188]. For example, there is empirical evidence that project popularity [29], age, size in terms of the number of contributors [187], license [173], the presence and quality of documentation [160], and even activity on social media [77], are all associated with a project’s likelihood of attracting new contributors. However, much less is known about how factors external to the project, related to its position and role in the overall open-source ecosystem, impact the process of attracting and retaining new contributors.

Meanwhile, there is mounting evidence that open-source contributors, especially volunteers, have ample freedom to choose which projects to contribute to [90], typically join existing communities over starting new projects [90], and often jump around between projects and programming language ecosystems [53, 106, 207], bringing with them knowledge and skills. Therefore, it is insufficient to consider open-source projects as independent — their success or failure to attract and retain new contributors is likely influenced by the broader context they are part of and their
relationships to other projects in the overall open-source ecosystem.

With this holistic view, in this paper we take a step towards better understanding an open-source project’s **labor pool**, defined as *the set of contributors active in the overall open-source ecosystem that a given project could plausibly attempt to recruit from at a given time*. Using longitudinal data from a large sample of 516,893 Python projects, and holding constant project-level characteristics previously reported in the literature, we show that 1) the level of technical skill match between potential contributors and a focal project, 2) the strength of their connection to existing team members from past collaborations, and 3) the amount of ‘competition’ from other similar projects in the overall ecosystem, are all statistically associated with a project’s attractiveness to new contributors.

### 3.2 Related Works

The sustainability of open-source projects is one of the key questions emerging since the early days of open-source development. Software development is a complex process and takes much effort [34, 144], and the maintenance of such products can be no less costly [22]. Because open-source teams often consist of volunteer developers, whether it is able to produce sustainable contributions becomes especially challenging. Multiple studies have looked at the process of developer involvement in open-source projects. Krogh et al. proposed a ”join script” of developer participation in the open-source mailing list and described the practice it took for a newcomer to become established in the community [212]. Crowston and Howison proposed an onion-like structural model of open-source teams, with the transition between different layers being a result of team interaction and developer contribution [55]. Steinmacher and others described the developer contribution to a project as a multi-stage process that started from an initial motivation and attraction phase, then moved to the retention phase in the later stage [187]. The developer’s evolvements towards long-term contributors were also studied. Researchers found that the developers’ relative sociality [230], their attitudes [231], and the project environmental factors such as the availability of work opportunities and project polarities [231, 232] all play a role to influence the likelihood of long-term contributions. Those works helped to support more sustainable open-source development by providing guidance on tool design [17, 97, 177, 178, 195] and project or task recommendations [174].

The attraction of new developers to contribute to an open-source project is an important part of the project’s sustainability and the early stage of developer involvement in the project. Researchers have identified several factors which lead to better developer attraction and facilitate new developer onboarding. For example, Hahn et al. reported that developers tend to join projects of which they have past collaboration experience with the existing developers [99, 100], with a similar result found by [43] as well. Tan and others found that beginner-friendly tasks and their characteristics make a difference on developer onboarding [197]. More recently, multiple studies adopted the signal theory and reported that better README [160], the adoption of badges [201], the project popularity metrics (*e.g.*, the number of stars [29, 86]), and the time to review pull requests [86] all help to make the project more attractive to new contributors.

Our work provides an alternative perspective to understanding the new contributors to a project by shifting the focus from the project itself to the characteristics of potential contributors. Our
result also connects to the research on social media promotion [31, 77] for open-source projects and open-source project diffusion in general [121], as it specifies that the characteristics of the community that the promotion reaches matter to the attraction of new contributors. We further identify several such characteristics that open-source promoters may pay attention to.

3.3 Theoretical Framework and Research Hypotheses

Our study investigates the relationship between characteristics of a project’s labor pool and its ability to attract new contributors. As mentioned in the Introduction, we define labor pool as the set of developers active in the overall open-source ecosystem around the same time, that a given project could plausibly attempt to recruit new contributors from. That is, in our definition labor pools are always tied to specific projects. For example, we expect that a text processing project’s labor pool is different from a bioinformatics project’s labor pool, although the two may overlap if they involve applications of machine learning. In addition, we require a notion of plausible awareness of the focal project from developers in the labor pool. Indeed, at the very least, one would need to be aware of a project and possible opportunities to contribute before deciding to do so. We discuss our operationalization later, in Section 3.4.1.

Under this definition, we hypothesize about differences in tendencies to join (i.e., start contributing changes to) a focal project for developers in the labor pool, and the relationships (we theorize the direction of influence as well) between such factors external to a project and the project’s success at attracting new contributors. We will operationalize and more formally test these hypotheses below, in Section 4.4. Note also that we use the terms developer and contributor interchangeably, and inclusively of all types of contribution, not just code.\footnote{Although in our operationalization below we consider only contributions in the form of commits (including pull request commits), to keep our analysis tractable. Commits can still touch non-code parts of a project, e.g., documentation files.}

To begin with, the size of the project’s labor pool at some point in time should be an important predictor of the number of new contributors the project engages in the near future. A larger labor pool size should indicate that more developers are aware of the project, thus the possibility that some of those developers will be interested to contribute increases.

Therefore, we hypothesize:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{H}_1. The number of developers in a project’s labor pool is positively associated with the number of new contributors the project receives in the near future.
\end{itemize}

For potential contributors in the labor pool, a social connection with current project developers should reduce their uncertainty about the project, as they may trust the information about the project provided by their ‘friends’ and may be in a better position to evaluate the outcome of contributing [124]. In addition, familiarity with the current project members should help potential developers to understand the working norms and the way of collaboration better [75]. Finally, the focal project’s current developers are generally more likely to accept contributions from people they know about [202]. We thus hypothesize:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{H}_2. The strength of social connections between existing project members and others in the labor pool is positively associated with the number of new developers the project receives in the near future.
\end{itemize}
The development of open-source software is skilled work. To provide valuable contributions to the project, developers need to be familiar with the programming languages, technologies, and coding style in the project [41], and align with the project’s goals and other such constraints. The requirement for technical programming skills is often a barrier for new contributors to join a project [189], and the contributions of people with less of a track record of activity in open source are also less likely to be accepted [202]. Going one step further, we hypothesize that it’s not enough to have open source contribution experience, but rather that the experience should be technically relevant to the focal project:

**H₃.** The degree of similarity (or fit) between the technologies used in a project and the technical background of the developers in the project’s labor pool is positively associated with the number of new developers the project receives in the future.

Finally, contributing to open-source projects takes a lot of effort [34, 144]. Given that the amount of time anyone can invest in contributing to open source is unavoidably limited (at the very least by the current laws of physics), one can expect that the total number of projects one can join should be limited as well. And while it is common for people to contribute to multiple open-source projects even during the same day [209], and one’s capacity for ‘multitasking’ across projects increases when the projects share the same programming languages [209], there can still be more projects available than one has capacity for. Therefore, a developer part of the labor pool of multiple projects may be forced to choose from among them.

Stated differently, a developer’s tendency to join a project may not only be influenced by the characteristics of the focal project, but also by the amount of other ‘competing’ projects the developer is exposed to.

As competition for new contributors can exist between projects with overlapping labor pools, we hypothesize:

**H₁.** A project will engage fewer new contributors in the near future the more overlap there is between its labor pool and labor pools of other projects.

**H₅.** The project will receive more new contributors if it is relatively attractive compared to other projects that developers in its labor pool are also possibly exposed to.

### 3.4 Methods

#### 3.4.1 Key Study Design Decisions and Tradeoffs

Testing the hypotheses above requires a macro, ecosystem-level analysis. Given a focal project at a given time, we need to operationalize its labor pool of potential contributors from among those people active across the entire open-source ‘universe’ at that time (H₁, H₂). Then, for every such person, we need to make inferences about their past experience with different technologies across the open-source ‘universe.’ We then need to use these estimates to compute the people’s technical fit with the focal project (H₃), as well as to compute, pairwise, their technical fit with all other available projects in the open-source ‘universe’, to identify the ones which might be competing for their attention (H₄, H₅).

Given the obvious computational complexity of such analysis, we made several tradeoffs between computational feasibility, on the one hand, and realism and statistical power, on the other
hand. This resulted in the following three key study design decisions.

**Labor Pool Sampling Frame: The Co-commit Network**

We focus on Python projects, and operationalize the labor pool of a focal project at a given time based on relationships between nodes in the project’s *collaboration network*. Nodes in the network represent individual developers, and edges indicate that those two developers made commits to the same project in the same time period, i.e., a co-commit relationship. For simplicity, we compute the collaboration network in yearly snapshots, with each snapshot capturing the activity in the respective full calendar year \( y \), i.e., from 1st of January, \( y \) to 31st of December, \( y \). We construct the network starting from the set of all contributors to the focal project in year \( y \). Then we expand outwards, to include all their ‘collaborators’ from all other projects each contributed to in year \( y \). Then, transitively, we collect all their ‘collaborators’ in the same year \( y \) and so forth, up to three hops away from the starting set of the focal project’s contributors.

The goal here is to approximate the number of developers who might be aware of the focal project at a given time — awareness is a first step towards deciding to contribute. Clearly, there are myriad online and offline ways to learn about new projects, including social media [30, 182], recommendation systems [136], directly following other developers on social coding platforms like GitHub [27], meetings [31], and many other channels [157].

Identifying the exact set of developers who are aware of the project at a given time is impossible. Instead, we use co-committing relationships as a loose proxy for awareness of the focal project. Prior research suggests that the collaboration between developers creates opportunities for communication, and the information about a project is likely to diffuse as a result of developer interactions [6]. Co-committing to a common project does not guarantee direct collaboration or interaction [108], but is a prerequisite for both for contributors who make changes to a project’s codebase — at the very least, it provides an *opportunity* for interaction and direct collaboration. Moreover, not all such co-committing relationships will result in information about the focal project being diffused, especially as the number of hops from the focal project’s developers increases. However, we expect that, on average, the more such opportunities for interaction exist, the more likely it becomes for information about the focal project to be diffused.

This operationalization also has the advantage of being agnostic to the platform where the source code repository is being hosted, thereby allowing us to more easily scale the analysis beyond any single platform where additional, platform-specific forms of interaction could also be considered, e.g., interactions via issue tracker comments. While currently the dominant one, GitHub is not the only platform for hosting open source.

**Labor Pool Operationalization: People One-Hop Away From Current Project Contributors in the Co-commit Network**

To further reduce the computational complexity of the analysis, we operationalize the labor pool of a focal project at a given time only as the set of developers *within one hop away* from current project contributors in the collaboration network, who have never contributed to the project before.

\(^2\)Note that all subsequent outcome measures in our models are computed in year \( y + 1 \), to avoid soundness issues caused by the possibly reversed chronology of the ‘collaboration’ and focal project joining events.
Information diffusion theory suggests that the closer nodes are to the information source in a network, the more likely they are to receive the information [172, 227]. Thus, one can expect that awareness of the focal project should decrease substantially the more hops away one is from the focal project’s current developers. Prior software engineering research on the impact of social media posts on open-source project popularity [77], arguably a distant connection, also showed a relatively low tendency to join the focal project in the future for people who saw it mentioned on Twitter.

### 3.4.2 Overview of the Analysis

Given these key design decisions, we structure our study in two parts, as summarized in Figure 3.1. Both parts involve regression models explaining the tendency and number of new developers joining projects in a next time period as a function of the sets of factors we formulate explicit hypotheses about, via their corresponding variables computed in a current time period. In the first part we take a developer-centric view — from the perspective of an individual developer, they typically have a choice of projects they could contribute to and a range of projects they’re in the labor pool for, based on past collaborations. In the second part we take a project-centric view, aggregating individual-level effects to the level of the whole ecosystem, to reason about project labor pool characteristics and competition effects.

First, we estimate the relative importance of the three sets of factors we formulate explicit hypotheses about — the strength of social connections to existing project members (H2), the fit between one’s technical background and the focal project (H3), and the amount of competition (or choice one has) between available projects with similar technical fit (H4, H5) — at the individual level. To do this, we start by computing a data frame of (labor-pool-developer, focal-project) pairs, with measurements of the relevant variables (details below) for every developer in a given

---

3Excluding H1, which refers to the labor pool size, rather than its composition.
project’s labor pool, across all projects in our sample; we also record a binary outcome variable indicating whether or not that developer joined the project in the next period. Using this data, we then construct a logistic regression model explaining the developers’ tendency to join a focal project in the next year as a function of the variables of interest; the labor pool is operationalized as described above, \textit{i.e.}, people one-hop away from the focal project’s developers. We refer to variations of this logistic regression model (under different specifications) as \textbf{individual models}. Note that the goal here is not to make individual predictions about any one developer’s tendency to join a given project in the next time period. Rather, the goal is to estimate the \textit{relative importance} of the three sets of factors of interest, on average, across a large sample, such that we can reuse these ‘weights,’ \textit{i.e.}, the estimated $\beta$ coefficients from the logistic regression model, in the second part of our analysis. For example, we estimate how much the technical background fit explains the joining tendency of an \textit{average} developer, compared to the strength of social connections and the amount of competition from other projects, over a large sample. Because we estimate the logistic regression over a very large sample, we can assume that these coefficients are stable,\footnote{We discuss robustness checks for this assumption below.} so we estimate only one set of individual models\footnote{We computed all independent variables in 2014 and the outcome variable in 2015.} to be used as input for the second part.

Next, we lift\footnote{The estimated $\beta$ coefficients from the individual models enable this aggregation.} the individual-level analysis to the project level by estimating regressions that explain the number of new developers joining projects in a next year as a function of their labor pool characteristics (and control variables) in the current year. We refer to these models as \textbf{project models} and we use them to formally test all our hypotheses \textbf{H1–H5}.

To ensure the robustness of our conclusions, we repeat this analysis for all the complete pairs of consecutive years in our data, from 2015–2016 to 2020–2021. In the end, we quantify the amount of variance that the labor pool characteristics explain when modeling the number of new contributors a project will receive, interpret the results, and discuss the implications of our findings.

\section*{3.4.3 Data Collection and Filtering}

We mine our data from the World of Code dataset\footnote{We discuss robustness checks for this assumption below.}, which contains the git commit traces for all public projects hosted on GitHub, Gitlab, Bitbucket, SourceForge, and many other smaller ones. We expect that World of Code should give better coverage of open-source development compared to other datasets typically used in prior research.

To begin with, we define the open-source Python ecosystem as containing all repositories with over 50\% of their files written in the Python language. We then apply several filters to de-noise the data, as typical with mining software repositories research\footnote{We computed all independent variables in 2014 and the outcome variable in 2015.}.

First, we filter out repositories with fewer than 10 commits that involve changes to library import statements, \textit{i.e.}, adding or removing dependencies. This step is needed because we later use this dependency information to characterize the technical needs of projects, \textit{i.e.}, we assume that a project using certain libraries requires contributors with experience in those libraries. We chose the threshold arbitrarily, balancing a desire to retain a large sample, on the one hand, with an attempt to filter out trivial projects (code dumps, homework solutions, etc) and a need for ‘enough’
data for the subsequent embeddings-based approach to work. Similarly, we filter out developers from labor pools if they authored fewer than 10 commits that involve changes to library import statements, for analogous reasons. As a robustness validation, we run the same analysis over datasets where projects and authors with less than 100 commits that involve change of packages are removed, and the results are qualitatively similar (See the replication package for validation study).

Second, we made sure to use the de-aliased activity records from the World of Code dataset, which provides both raw data on commit authors as well as data on de-aliased commit authors, after merging developer identities when they use different aliases; see [87] for details on the random forest model used to merge developer aliases based on their user IDs. It is important to use the de-aliased activity records because the volume of developer aliases in such data may skew our measurements of project contributors and experience with Python libraries [8].

Finally, we also make a best effort attempt to filter out bots and unidentifiable accounts together with their associated commit activities, for similar reasons [214]. Specifically, we use three heuristics to identify bot-like accounts. First, we reuse a list of 13,169 bot accounts in the World of Code dataset compiled by [62] after developing a machine learning classifier for this purpose, based on author names, commit messages, files, and projects modified by the suspected bot account. Second, we convert all account usernames into lowercase characters and use string matching to flag as bots those with the last part of their username being \(-bot\) or \(-robot\). Third, we order all developer accounts in our dataset based on the number of commits they made, and we manually evaluate the top 100 accounts. This revealed a few additional bot-like and unidentifiable accounts such as GitHub Merge Button \(\text{merge-button@github.com}\). Overall, all these commit authors are excluded from our analysis.

### 3.4.4 Part I: Individual Models

As discussed briefly above, we use logistic regression to model the factors associated with the individual tendency to join a focal project, across all (labor-pool-developer, project) pairs in our sample. The full model is specified as:

\[
P(J_{ipy+1}) = \text{logit}(\beta_0 P_{py} + \beta_1 S_{ipy} + \beta_2 T_{ipy} + \beta_3 C_{ipy}),
\]

where \(P(J_{ipy+1})\) is the likelihood that developer \(i\) joins project \(p\) in year \(y + 1\), and independent variables \(S_{ipy}, T_{ipy},\) and \(C_{ipy}\) represent the social connection between potential contributor \(i\) and the existing developers of project \(p\), the technical background fit between developer \(i\) and project \(p\), and the factors relating to the competitive advantage of project \(p\) among the set of projects developer \(i\) can potentially join, respectively, all computed in year \(y\).

#### Modeling Considerations

For simplicity, since the estimated \(\beta\) coefficients are stable, we compute only one individual model for \(y = 2014\) and reuse the coefficients throughout Part II.

We also restrict our sample only to the labor-pool developers who were active (\(i.e.,\) made at least one commit) in 2014, because developers who are inactive for more than one year tend to
have a low probability to make commits in future years [39]. Until the end of 2014, there are 104,899 Python developers in our sample who made at least ten valid commits with changes to import statements, and were active in 2014. For each developer, we identify the projects whose labor pools the developer was part of, and model their tendency to join those projects in 2015. Since some developers may be in the labor pools of a large number of projects, for each developer, we randomly sample 30% of the labor pools they are part of. Consequently, we also exclude developers who are part of the labor pools of less than four projects, to ensure that at least one project per person is sampled. In total, we have 47,788 developers and 5,778,144 (developer–project) observations in our sample.

Finally, given the inherently nested structure of our data (the same developer being in the labor pool for multiple projects), we make clustering adjustments in the standard errors at both the project and developer levels to account for the possible within-cluster correlation [2].

**Measuring the Technical Fit Between Projects and Developers**

The fit between project technical requirements and individual technical background is hypothesized to be an important factor influencing the developer joining behavior. We use the packages (or libraries) a project imports to measure the technical requirement of a project, and the packages imported in past code commits of a developer to measure their technical skills. While prior research used the programming language as a proxy for technical skills [43], this coarse-grained measure is not suitable for our study as all the projects in our sample are mostly written in Python.

The World of Code dataset contains dependency information extracted from each commit (i.e., the packages that a commit imports). Therefore, we can obtain the packages that a project depends on, and the packages that a developer has used in their past commits. Following [63], we then train a Doc2Vec model to obtain the technical skill embedding of developers and projects. Analogous to a Doc2Vec model in natural language processing [122], we consider the packages to be the tokens, and the developers (projects) to be the document of tokens. We can thus learn a vector embedding of each token (package), and each document (developer and project). The cosine distance between vector embeddings will be small if the two documents are similar in terms of the tokens they contain, or the packages they use. Therefore, the cosine distance between the developer’s and the project’s embedding is a good measurement of technical skill fit.

**Measuring the Project Relative Advantage**

To operationalize possible competition between projects over potential contributors, we rank projects, from the perspective of an individual potential contributor, in terms of strength of social connection and technical similarity — we expect that given multiple options, on average, developers will typically choose projects for which they are a better fit. For a potential developer, we obtain all projects whose labor pools the focal developer is part of. For each project, we compute the characteristics that we consider to be influential on the developer joining behavior as hypothesized in Section 3.3. The relative advantage of each project is defined as the percentile of their characteristics, among the set of projects where the focal developer is part of the labor pool.

7https://github.com/woc-hack/tutorial
In Figure 3.2 (a), for example, assume that the focal developer is in the labor pool of four projects (i.e., A, B, C, and D). We first order projects based on their technical fit with the focal developer, and the resulting rank (or percentiles, as labeled on top of the project ID in Figure 3.2 (b)) is the relative advantage of projects in terms of their skill fit. Similarly, we compute the relative advantage of projects based on their strength of social connection with the potential developer, as shown in Figure 3.2 (c).

### 3.4.5 Part II: Project Models

Given the previous individual models estimating the probability of a labor-pool developer to join a focal project from Section 3.4.4, summing over all developers who are in the project’s labor pool gives the mathematical expectation of the number of new contributors joining at the project level:

\[
P_{pt} = \sum_i P(J_{ipt}),
\]

where \(P_{py+1}\) is the tendency of all developers \(i\) in the project \(p\)’s labor pool to join the project in year \(y + 1\), and \(P(J_{ipy+1})\) is the tendency for any individual developer \(i\) to join project \(p\), given that developer \(i\) is part of the \(p\)’s labor pool.

Our modeling strategy is hierarchical regression, i.e., we estimate separate individual models that incorporate different sets of factors, ranging from a baseline model with control variables only to a full model that includes all hypothesized factors. Since the aggregation to project level incorporates, therefore, the characteristics of developers in the labor pool, we refer to this outcome variable as the “effective (labor pool) size” in our model. For example, the effective labor pool of a project could be much smaller than the number of one-hop potential contributors would suggest, if the technical fit is relatively low or there is high competition from other projects.

Practically, we regress the number of new developers a project receives in year \(y\). Similarly to the individual model, we restrict our sample to only active projects (i.e., having at least
one commit) in year $y$, as projects that are inactive for more than one year should have lower probability of attracting new contributors in the next year compared to active projects [161] and we do not want our sample to be biased by the large number of inactive projects which attract no new contributors. New developers are those who made their first ever commit to the project in year $y$. As before, when measuring the number of new contributors (i.e., the outcome variable), we only count the new contributors who made at least 10 commits involving import statements in the past.

For new project contributors without enough commit history to infer their technical skills, we cannot estimate their ‘future’ commit tendency, and thus we are unable to predict whether they will join a new project or not. As a robustness check, we have a separate model with the number of all new contributors as the outcome variable, and the influence of labor pool factors is still significant, though they explain less variance, as expected, because the contribution tendency of a large portion of new contributors is not computable; see Section 3.6.5.

The main result of this paper is reported for $y = 2021$, as this was the most recent complete snapshot in our sample and also the largest dataset; the 2021 snapshot contains 516,893 active Python projects. Since the results are consistent for other values of $y$, i.e., the regression coefficients point in the same direction and have similar scale and statistical significance, we don’t discuss the other models in detail but include the results in our replication package.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Models of Individual Joining Tendency

We first present the result for modeling the developers’ tendency to join other projects, conditioning on them being part of the project’s labor pool, in Table 3.1.

In model I, we include social and technical variables that correspond to H2 and H3. Both the social connection between potential new developers and the existing developers, and the technical similarity between potential developers’ skill sets and the project’s technical requirements are statistically significantly and positively associated to the likelihood of individuals joining new projects, which confirms H2 and H3. In model II, we include the competition effects on the basis of model I, as discussed in H4 and H5. H4 is confirmed, as indicated by the negative effect of variable Number of competing projects (log), which suggests that the more projects a developer was potentially exposed to (the more labor pools they are part of), the lower the likelihood that the developer will join any specific one of them. H5 was also confirmed by the significant positive coefficient for variable Social strength percentile and Technical similarity percentile, suggesting that the project’s relative advantage among the set of projects that a developer is potentially exposed to also influence the developer’s tendency to join the project. Interestingly, that the effect of absolute technical similarity disappears after controlling for the relative similarity effect, suggesting that the relative technical fit among exposed projects are more important to influence developer join behavior compared to the absolute fitness. Compared with model I, model II has a lower AIC (Akaike information criterion) value overall which indicates a better match between the predicted value and the ground truth.

To better analyze the impact of social-technical factors on individual joining tendencies, we
examined project-developer pairs where the developer belongs to the project’s labor pool and is a potential new contributor. We categorize these pairs into four groups based on whether the developer’s technical similarity to the focal project and their social connection to existing developers are above or below the median values observed in our sample.

We then calculate the joining probability for each project-developer pair within each group. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the results. Developers who have strong social connections (top 50%) and high technical similarity (top 50%) with the project exhibit an average of 8.7 new developers joining the focal project per 10,000 project-developer pairs. In contrast, for developers with weak social connections and low technical similarity, this number drops to only 0.6 new developers per 10,000 project-developer pairs.

### 3.5.2 Models of the Number of New Contributors

Table 3.2 summarizes the models explaining the expected number of new contributors that a project receives in the next year; note the log-scaled outcome variable. Model I is our base model, where we explain the number of new developers a project receives only with the control variables (project-level characteristics). As the model suggests, the current and historical size of the project’s developer team is positively associated with the number of future developers that a project receives, which suggests the existence of a preferential attachment effect that developers tend to attach to popular and well-known projects. This result is consistent with the one reported by prior work [173, 204]. In addition, the use of licenses and the project age both have a significant positive effect on the number of new developers. The effect of the current project size (or the
Table 3.1: Modeling the project-joining tendency of developers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-competition effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social strength (log)</td>
<td>1.17(0.02)***</td>
<td>0.89(0.03)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical similarity</td>
<td>2.03(0.21)***</td>
<td>-0.14(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competition effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. competing projects (log)</td>
<td>-0.68(0.02)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social strength percentile</td>
<td>2.03(0.07)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical similarity percentile</td>
<td>0.93(0.13)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>5,778,144</td>
<td>5,778,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaike Inf. Crit.</td>
<td>64,668.72</td>
<td>60,465.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 \)

number of commits) is also significant, though it is highly correlated with the historical project size and commits, as expected. Overall, this model explains 12.9% of the variance.

As hypothesized in H1, we include the labor pool size variable in model II to explain the number of new developers a project will receive. The size of the project labor pool is positively associated with the number of new developers, and the model explains 14.8% variance in total, or 1.9% more variance than model I.

The simple measurement of the project’s labor pool size treats all developers in the labor pool equally, and fails to capture their different tendencies to join. In models III and IV, each developer is weighed differently based on their estimated tendency to join, as computed by the individual model. For the variable \( \text{Effective size, no-competition variables} \), the estimated joining tendency for each developer is computed with non-competing variables only (or model I in Table 3.1), and the variable \( \text{Effective size, all variables} \) is computed based on both competition and no-competition variables (or model II in Table 3.1). Controlling for the simple measurement of the project’s labor pool size, the effective labor pool size is still positively associated with the number of new contributors that a project receives, and it provides additional explanatory and predictive power on the outcome variable. Model III which includes the effective size computed with only non-competing variables explains 14.9% variance, or 0.1% more variance compared to model II, and by adding the effective size computed by both competition and no-competition effects, model IV explains 16.4% variance in total, and 1.5% more than model III. Therefore, we conclude that all hypotheses in Section 3.3 are confirmed at the project level.

### 3.6 Implications

In this paper, we explored the influence of the projects’ labor pool on attracting new developers. We summarize the main results and discuss limitations, the scientific value, and the practical implications of our results below.
Table 3.2: Modeling the number of new developers a project will receive in the next year 
\((y = 2021)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
<th>Model III</th>
<th>Model IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project age (log)</td>
<td>0.01(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.005(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.005(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.005(0.0004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project total developer size (log)</td>
<td>0.07(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.06(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.06(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.06(0.001)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project recent developer size (log)</td>
<td>0.05(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.04(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.04(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.02(0.001)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project total commits (log)</td>
<td>0.001(0.0004)*</td>
<td>0.0003(0.0004)</td>
<td>0.001(0.0004)</td>
<td>0.001(0.0004)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project recent commits (log)</td>
<td>0.01(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.01(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.01(0.0004)**</td>
<td>0.01(0.0004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has readme</td>
<td>-0.01(0.001)**</td>
<td>-0.01(0.001)**</td>
<td>-0.01(0.001)**</td>
<td>-0.01(0.001)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has license</td>
<td>0.03(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.02(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.02(0.001)**</td>
<td>0.03(0.001)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labor pool variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor pool size (log)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02(0.0002)**</td>
<td>0.01(0.0002)**</td>
<td>0.01(0.0002)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective size, no-competing variables (log)</td>
<td>0.10(0.004)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective size, full variables (log)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42(0.004)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>516,893</td>
<td>516,893</td>
<td>516,893</td>
<td>516,893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R(^2)</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

### 3.6.1 Labor Pool as an Important Factor for Project Sustainability

The prevailing empirical studies on open-source sustainability, and attracting new contributors in particular, have focused on the influence of project-level characteristics. In our paper, we provide an alternative, ecosystem-level perspective by suggesting the project’s labor pool as an important factor.

The labor pool of a project corresponds to the communities of developers that may be of help to the development and maintenance of the project. They consist of developers who learn about the project through many possible channels, like recommendations from their friends or collaborators, exposure on social media spaces, recommendation systems, web search engines, and many others. They are the contribution resources potentially ‘accessible’ by the project at a given time.

Considering labor pool factors following a methodology similar to ours can help open-source stakeholders to better understand and predict the amount of contributions projects may have in the future, which helps with the project management and resource allocation. Moreover, users who are seeking sustainable open-source projects to adopt can use labor pool factors to better evaluate the sustainability of candidate projects.
3.6.2 The Size of the Labor Pool Is Important, but It Is Not All That Matters

It is not surprising that expanding the size of the project’s labor pool helps to attract new developers, which is why so much effort has been devoted to promoting open-source projects to a larger audience [31, 77, 182]. However, our results indicate that the characteristics of the developers in the project’s labor pool, in addition to the raw number of developers, also have a significant effect to explain the number of new developers that a project will receive.

With many previous studies about attracting and retaining open-source contributors focusing on expanding the influence of projects and reaching out to a large community, our work adds to the conventional wisdom by suggesting that expanding project influence to a proper audience also matters. In addition, our work is the first, to the best of our knowledge, to provide empirical evidence of the competition effects between projects, and suggests the practice of recruiting new developers is more complex beyond simply reaching out to a large community.

3.6.3 Towards Targeted Project Promotion

For open-source project promoters seeking to attract more attention and effort to their projects, our results suggest that it is not only the number of developers that the promotion reaches that matters, but also the characteristics of those developers. Therefore, a targeted promotion that diffuses the project information to a developer community that possesses the related technical skills and is socially close to the project’s existing developers may be more efficient and effective to attract new developers compared to promotions to a wide audience, as they reach a community that is more likely to join the project as contributors. In addition, as the promotion of projects becomes more targeted, developers may be less overwhelmed by the wide range of projects hosted online as the information and promotion they are exposed to will be more relevant to their skills, social connections, and needs. It can reduce the cognitive workload for individual developers and should help to better allocate attention and effort at the open-source ecosystem level [49].

Some project promotion channels or tools are potentially suitable for targeted promotions. For example, project promotion on social media such as Twitter may easily reach socially connected groups as the diffusion of information depends on the social connections; and the project recommendation tools can incorporate technical relatedness and social connections as factors for project recommendations. With most open-source promotion research so far concentrating on the size of developers that a promotion reaches [31, 77], we argue for the importance of studying the characteristics of developers that those promotions reach, and reconsider the value of promotion campaigns based on their effectiveness to reach a targeted audience instead of reaching a large developer community.

3.6.4 The Relationship Between Projects and the Success of Open-Source Ecosystems

The significant competition effects between projects revealed by our models suggest that the attraction of developers to projects is not a local question. Given two projects with overlapping labor pools, any effort to make one project more attractive is likely to have a negative effect on the sustainability of the other, when they are competing for the same effort pool.
This finding raises the important question about the allocation of effort among open-source projects, and the role of individual projects in the success of the open-source ecosystem. While open-source developers and researchers have devoted much effort to making individual projects more successful and sustainable, little was discussed about the influence of those efforts on other projects in the ecosystem. Our result is one of the first works to understand the relationship and competition between projects, and we call upon future research in this direction to further study the sustainability of individual projects jointly with that of the open-source ecosystem.

3.6.5 Validations and Robustness Checks

Validate the Robustness of Our Results Over Years We evaluate the effectiveness of labor pool factors over years and run the same project model for data in three other years (i.e., selecting $y = 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020$ and $2021$). The result suggests that the labor pool factors are important predictors of the new developer attraction for four consecutive years, see our replication package for full results.

Validate the Results With a Negative Binomial Regression Model Negative binomial regression is a powerful tool to model discrete outcome variables such as the number of new developers [103]. To validate the influence of labor pool factors, we use a negative binomial regression model to estimate the number of new developers that a project receives, with all the independent variables the same as the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression used to report the main result; see replication package.

All labor pool factors are still significantly associated with the outcome variable, with the direction of effects qualitatively similar except for the effect from Effective size, no-competition variables in model III, which changes from positive in the OLS regression model to the current negative effect. Further analysis shows that the effect is only negative when controlling for the Labor pool size variable, but significantly positive otherwise. Despite this inconsistency, the effective labor pool size with the individual model of full variables still shows a significant positive effect, and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) value decreases when adding labor pool variables, which indicates better model fit. Therefore, we conclude the results with negative binomial regression are generally consistent with the OLS regression.

3.7 Conclusions

In this work, we show that an open-source project’s labor pool, defined as the set of developers who are possibly aware of the project and may serve as potential future project contributors, is an important factor that can impact project sustainability. We found that adding the labor pool factors, being both the amount and characteristics of developers in a project’s labor pool, explains 27% more variance compared to baseline models that only include project characteristics. We also show that the technical fit, the social connection, and the project competition effects are three factors that can affect how developers move between projects. Our work contributes to the scientific understanding of what leads to the attraction of new open-source developers beyond
individual project-level factors, and provides important implications to open-source stakeholders for better project promotion and community management.
Chapter 4

Novelty of OSS Projects

4.1 Introduction

It has long been recognized that open-source software development is an avenue for innovation and creative expression — “how creative a person feels when working on the project is the strongest and most pervasive driver” of participation in open source [120]. Unsurprisingly, we have seen an explosion in production of open-source software, especially in the last decade, with the proliferation of the social coding philosophy [60]. Nowadays, open-source software seems more popular than ever before [64], and it is hard to find any sectors of the economy that do not rely heavily on open-source infrastructure [74].

At the same time, with growing use and ubiquity of open source, there are growing concerns about the maintainability and sustainability of this digital infrastructure [88]. It is not always without barriers for newcomers to join projects [137, 188], turnover rates for open-source contributors are high [112, 140], and even widely-used projects can end up being maintained by a single person or, sometimes, by no one at all [13, 50]. The insufficient maintenance of open-source projects can have disastrous consequences, as prominent security incidents like Heartbleed [213], the Equifax breach [42], and Log4Shell [102] have shown, just to name a few.

These days, significant attention is being paid by policy makers, practitioners, and researchers to understanding open source health and improving open source sustainability, with many open questions remaining around determinants of project success and failure, governance models, procurement and allocation of resources, and others. In this general context we focus on one important but poorly understood concept — innovation. While open source as a whole is a catalyst for innovation [72] (e.g., technology startup companies would have much slower starts without access to open-source infrastructure) and understanding, and being able to identify, innovations in other fields has always been of great interest to investors, governments, etc, we know very little about how innovation emerges at the individual project level and what are its consequences, in either open-source or commercial software development.

Taking one step in this direction, in this paper we begin to study innovation in open source in the Schumpeterian tradition [176] of viewing innovation as emerging from the novel recombination of existing bits of knowledge, a typical perspective in the science of science field [84]. Operationalizing innovation at code level as a function of the libraries and packages a project
imports (see Section 4.3.3) — projects built on top of more atypical combinations of libraries are considered to be more innovative — we find that in the Python open-source ecosystem projects with higher levels of innovation tend to be more popular on average, in terms of GitHub star counts. Stated differently, novelty begets popularity, though no main effects are detected in terms of the PyPI package download counts which represents the actual use of projects. At the same time, we find that projects with higher levels of innovation tend to involve smaller teams and are more likely to become abandoned sooner, suggesting that the benefits of increased popularity also carry a cost of limiting the available pool of potential maintainers of a code base that, on average, fewer people may be familiar with.

Based on these results, we argue that innovation and open source sustainability are closely related and, to some extent, antagonistic. With creative expression being such a dominant driver of contributing to open source, as discussed above, one can expect that there will always be an incentive to create ever-new open-source software (innovation seems to be rewarded with increased popularity) over doing the work of maintaining existing systems through bug fixes and the like, which is often perceived as “grunt work” [104, 130]. This can contribute to exacerbating the resource allocation problem at the global, ecosystem level, by making it even harder to ensure that sufficient maintenance attention (developers, funding, etc) is being allocated to the projects that need it the most.

4.2 Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis

We start by reviewing prior work and developing our hypotheses. Innovation has long been an important but elusive construct in all domains, including the literature reporting on the software industry [71]. Various theoretical models of innovation and innovativeness of firms have been proposed [4, 194], touching on multiple dimensions such as process, product, and organization. And while innovation is often operationalized in terms of patents [134], as of 2020 “there is [still] little consensus on how innovation measurement should be carried out” [23].

Instead, we adopt the Schumpeterian [176] view of innovation as a novel recombination of existing bits of knowledge, and draw inspiration from studies of innovation in research publications and its relationship to scientific impact. In a widely cited paper, [203] analyzed the list of references in research articles indexed by the Web of Science database, measuring the extent to which papers cite atypical versus conventional combinations of prior work as a proxy for how innovative the papers are — more innovative papers are expected to combine existing bits of knowledge, i.e., cite prior papers or publication venues, in novel ways. For example, aggregating at the level of publication venues, a paper that is early to cross disciplinary boundaries would tend to rank as innovative because within a discipline researchers tend to publish in relatively small and disjoint sets of venues. Similarly, a later paper in an established interdisciplinary area would be perceived as less innovative, if there is a history of prior work citing combinations of venues from both disciplines. A similar argument can be made at the individual publication level, instead of aggregating at the level of publication venues. A key finding from this work by [203] is that papers citing some amount of atypical combinations of prior work at publication time “are unusually likely to have high impact,” as measured by citation counts to the focal papers over the following years post publication.
By analogy, software is also rarely created from scratch but, rather, by recombining existing bits of functionality in novel ways. These days, there is a wealth of open-source code that developers can reuse, and mature package managers and package registries like PyPI (Python) and npm (JavaScript) to facilitate such reuse. Naturally, not every piece of code using some libraries will be hugely innovative. Conversely, at some level almost all open-source projects are at least somewhat innovative, except in some relatively rare instances of hard forking [233] or code copying [142]. However, similar to the previous argument about scientific innovations, we expect that combining existing software libraries in novel ways indicates, on average, a higher degree of creativity and innovation, and tend to draw much attentions from the community. Consequently, we hypothesize that:

**H6.** Open-source projects reusing more atypical combinations of software libraries tend to be more popular.

At the same time, higher levels of innovation may come at a cost and not every team may be equally positioned and equally able to pursue innovations. In the economics literature it is generally understood that large business organizations tend to be more risk averse when it comes to untested ideas, which may have potential for greater returns if successful, but also carry higher risk of failure [48]. Similar effects are present in scientific research. Indeed, Wu et al. [222] recently showed that it is the smaller teams that most innovate, “disrupt[ing] science and technology with new problems and opportunities.”

One can expect a similar effect in open source through at least two complementary mechanisms. One mechanism is related to a similar willingness to experiment and take greater technological risks in smaller teams compared to larger ones, as expected in commercial firms and scientific research. Another mechanism in open source could be related to the availability of appropriately skilled maintainers and contributors — the more atypical a project is in its technology stack, the fewer people may have the relevant knowledge to participate in it. Either way, regardless of the mechanism, we hypothesize that:

**H7.** Open-source projects using more atypical combinations of software libraries tend to involve smaller groups of contributors.

In the long term, having a more atypical technology stack and having smaller teams may both pose a sustainability risk for projects. Except in rare cases of “feature completeness” [204], open-source projects rely on a constant stream of contributors for survival. There is a rich literature on attracting and retaining contributors to open source, exploring a diversity of topics ranging from motivations to participate [90] and barriers to placing a first contribution [137, 188], to engagement [39, 161] and disengagement factors [112, 140]. Similarly, prior research has also tried to explain the factors associated with project abandonment and survival [13, 50, 204]. We add to this literature by exploring the link between project innovativeness and project long-term survival. On the one hand, there is prior evidence suggesting that higher project popularity is associated with higher attractiveness to new contributors [86]; in turn, this should increase a project’s chances of long-term survival. On the other hand, while possibly more popular, we expect that more innovative projects will involve smaller teams per **H7** above and will have a harder time recruiting contributors, because there may be fewer people with the right expertise in their potential contributor pools. In the long term, we hypothesize that:

**H8.** Open-source projects reusing more atypical combinations of software libraries tend to be at
greater risk of abandonment.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Data Collection

The main source of data in this study is the World of Code [132] dataset. This dataset records the development activities of millions of open-source projects hosted in public git repositories online, including all of GitHub, Gitlab, and BitBucket. World of Code also includes timestamped package dependency information for many programming languages, extracted by parsing import statements, which we use to compute the atypicality of projects’ package combinations. This information is usually not available in other open-source software datasets. The closest are package manager dependency datasets (e.g., libraries.io), which contain only within-package-manager dependencies; in World of Code we can observe also dependencies in projects that are not themselves libraries hosted by a package manager registry.

To keep the analysis tractable (our data collection involves aggregation of raw data across platforms and complex, computationally expensive measurement steps), we focus within World of Code only on Python projects hosted on GitHub as the subjects of study. Python is one of the top languages used for open-source projects [25] and supports a wide range of applications and projects of different purposes. It is a large, diverse, and interesting ecosystem. GitHub is the largest platform for hosting open-source development. Therefore, the effects observed in our sample may generalize to other open-source projects and programming language ecosystems, though that remains to be tested.

We consider projects with over 50% of their source code files written in Python as Python projects in the World of Code dataset and we have the complete commit activities for all projects before the end of 2021. To address the problem of including individual projects that are not intended to be used or developed by others (e.g., class projects), we require projects to have at least one release on GitHub to be included in further analysis.

We obtain the commit activities of projects directly from the World of Code dataset, which provides de-aliased developer information through the approach suggested in [87]. Commits from bots are removed following the approaches in [62]. We extract the timestamped GitHub star, release information and data to compute other control variables through the GitHub API.

Lastly, for projects that implement a Python package, we use their number of downloads from the PyPI package manager as the outcome measurement of project usage. We obtain the amount of monthly download data from the public PyPI download statistics, which was collected with Google BigQuery API and the download counts from common mirroring tools are excluded to reflect accurate download behaviors by users.

Overall, there are 75,388 projects left after this procedure, and those projects will be further filtered for each specific analysis.

1https://www.python.org/about/apps/
2https://docs.github.com/en/graphql
3http://www.lesfleursdunormal.fr/static/informatique/pymod_stat_en.html
4.3.2 Pre-processing of package dependencies

We extracted package dependency information from the World of Code dataset by parsing the content of source code files. To ensure accuracy, we de-aliased packages that were imported with different names but provided very similar functions (e.g., `urllib` and `urllib3`). We accomplished this by collecting the package homepage URL from libraries.io, and we merged two packages if they pointed to the same homepage.

To focus on commonly used packages, we removed all packages that were imported by no more than ten projects, as well as Python standard libraries. The latter tend to provide little information about project functions and appear in many projects (e.g., os). We obtained a list of Python standard libraries by crawling the standard library page.

After pre-processing, our dataset consisted of 7,728 packages.

4.3.3 Quantifying Project Atypicality

At a high level, we first compute the atypicality of pairwise package combinations, which reflects the frequency of importing two packages in the same project. We then aggregate the package-level atypicality at the project level by taking the average atypicality of all package combinations in a project. Since the atypicality of package combinations can change over time (e.g., two packages that were previously used separately may become commonly imported in the same project years later), we compute the atypicality of packages and projects for each year.

To measure the pairwise package combination atypicality, we use a variation of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm and construct simulations of importing events where projects import the same number of packages in the same year, but the choice of packages to import is decided randomly. We compare the empirically observed combination of two packages with the simulating combinations to understand the frequency of using two packages together compared to random chance, with low frequency indicating atypical combinations. Following [203], we compute the atypicality of pairwise package combinations using the following steps.

Obtain timestamped project dependency

The World of Code dataset is utilized in this study to extract information about the packages that projects import. Specifically, only the Python source code and packages are considered, and a list of all the packages that a project imports and the earliest importing time are obtained. Additionally, by analyzing all the commits and the packages they import, the earliest time that a package was imported by any projects in the sample is identified, which indicates how old a package is. Therefore, each project and the package it imports can be represented as a tuple \([P, p, t_P, t_p]\), where \(P\) is the project, \(p\) is the package, and \(t_P\) and \(t_p\) represent the time when project \(P\) first imports package \(p\) and when package \(p\) was first imported by any projects, respectively. To simplify the representation, \(t_P\) and \(t_p\) only record the year instead of the exact time.

---

5. https://libraries.io/
6. https://docs.python.org/3/library
Measure the frequency of pairwise package combinations

Based on the timestamped dependency information, we compute the number of times that two packages are imported in the same project. In Figure 4.1, the focal project imports three packages X, Y and Z, with package X and Y being imported in 2016 and package Z in 2017. There are three possible pairwise combination of packages (i.e., X and Y, Y and Z, and X and Z), and we consider the later time that one package was imported into a project as the time when new package combinations appear. For the focal project in Figure 4.1, there are one package combination in 2016 (X-Y, shown in blue), and two package combinations in 2017 (X-Z and Y-Z, shown in red).

For each given year, we aggregate over all projects in our sample and measure the frequency that two packages appear in the same project until that year, which gives us a dynamic measurement of package combinations and its evolution over time.

Figure 4.1: Package combinations within a project

Simulation of package importing events

In the description below, we use \textit{importing events} to refer to the importing activities represented by the tuple in Section 4.3.3. In this step, we generate random simulation of importing events which change the packages that a project imports, but preserve the other property of project-package dependency as much as possible through a variation of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm. \textit{Importing events} refers to the importing activities represented by the tuple in Section 4.3.3, and the process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

In Figure 4.2, there are three project nodes A, B, and C (project C appears two times), and three package nodes X, Y, Z. A directed edge from one project to a package corresponds to an importing event, where the year that the project node is in represents the earliest time when the project imports the package (or $t_p$ in the tuple), and the year that the package node is in corresponds to $t_p$ and stands for the earliest time that the package was ever imported by any projects. For example, the edge from C (project) to Z (package) indicates that project C imported package Z (first ever imported in 2015) in 2016, and one year later project C imported package Y, which was first ever imported in 2016. For simplicity, we use P-p links to describe an importing event where project P imports package p (e.g., A-X link in Figure 4.2)
A random switch of importing events is defined as randomly taking two importing events, and exchange the package being imported between the two events. Notice that A-X and B-Y links exist in Figure 4.2, and a switch between those two links will lead to simulated importing events where project A imports package Y, and project B imports package X (or A-Y and B-X links). This random switch changes the packages that a project uses (and the package combination within a project), but keeps the number of packages that a project imports, and the number of projects that a package was imported in the same.

In addition, because the atypicality of package combinations are computed dynamically, we preserve the longitudinal pattern of imports by restricting the switch to be between importing events of the \( t_P \) and \( t_p \). Therefore, the switch between A-X and B-Y links are allowed, because the time of the event are both in 2018, and the imported packages were both firstly imported in 2016. A switch between B-Y and C-Y links will not be allowed, because project B imported the package in 2018 while project C made the import in 2017. Similarly, switching between A-X and B-Z are not allowed because package X was first imported in 2016, which differs from 2015 for package Z.

For each given \( t_P \) and \( t_p \), and the set of events selected by the two timestamps, we conduct the described switch within this set of events for enough times to simulate random dependency relationship. There is no guarantee when the Monte Carlo algorithm will converge, but [203] suggests to run the switch \( 100 \times E \) times, where \( E \) corresponds to the number of links (or importing events).

**Compare the empirically observed events with the simulated ones**

We run the same simulation twenty times which results in twenty different randomly generated importing event sets. For each simulated set, we measure the frequency of package combination until a given year similarly to Section 4.3.3. Given twenty simulated event sets and the empirically observed pairwise package combination frequency, we compute a z-score for each package.
combination with equation 4.1,

\[ z_{ijt} = \frac{\text{obs}_{ijt} - \text{exp}_{ijt}}{\sigma_{ijt}} \]  
(4.1)

where \( \text{obs}_{ijt} \) corresponds to the empirically observed number of times that package \( i \) and \( j \) appear in the same project until year \( t \), \( \text{exp}_{ijt} \) is the average number of times (or the expected times) that package \( i \) and \( j \) appear in the same project until year \( t \) over twenty simulated event sets, and \( \sigma_{ijt} \) is the standard deviation of the co-appearance frequency of package \( i \) and \( j \) in those sets as well.

Intuitively, the z-score represents how many standard deviations more (or less) that the observed combination frequency between two packages are, compared to that expected by random chance. The numeric value of z-score can be quite dispersed, and we transform it with equation 4.2 to make it smooth.

\[ Z_{ijt} = \begin{cases} 
\log(z_{ijt} + 1) & z_{ijt} \geq 0 \\
-\log(-z_{ijt} + 1) & z_{ijt} < 0 
\end{cases} \]  
(4.2)

A high Z-score corresponds to low atypicality.

**Aggregate the package combination atypicality at the project level**

Given the package combination atypicality (measured by Z-score) until each year, we aggregate it at the project level by taking the average atypicality of all its package combinations, with package atypicality measured in the year when the combination appears in the focal project. Using Figure 4.1 again as an example, the atypicality of the focal project is measured by averaging over atypicality of X-Y combination (measured until 2016), and X-Z, Y-Z combination (both measured until 2017).

4.3.4 Studying the Association between Project Atypicality and Interest from Developers and Users

Regression analysis was conducted to understand the association between project atypicality and the outcome of interest, as described in Section 4.2. Only projects with at least \( X \) years (where \( X \) is a hyper-parameter) of historical record before 2022-01-01 as selected for analysis. Both the outcome and independent variables were computed based on activities in the first \( X \)-year after the projects’ first commit. To validate the robustness of our results when modeling the effect of project atypicality on the number of project developers and project stars, we selected \( X = 1, 2, 3, 4 \) and 5 and report the results for all values of \( X \).

4.3.5 Survival analysis on the sustainability of project and its relationship to atypicality

In addition to measuring the amount of attention a project receives from the community, we also employ a Cox proportional hazards model to conduct survival analysis and understand how project
conventionality influences its long-term sustainability. To do so, we sample projects that received at least one commit in year $Y$ (where $Y$ is a hyper-parameter) and analyze how long they are sustainably maintained before being abandoned and no longer receiving contributions. Following the practice outlined in [161], we consider projects with no commit activity for a period of 12 months to be dormant or abandoned, as the duration between a large majority of two consecutive commits is less than 12 months. As we have commit activity data until the end of 2021, we can detect project abandonment events that occurred before the end of 2020. Projects that are still receiving contributions by the end of this period are labeled as censored and considered to be actively maintained. We use the same control variables and atypicality measurement as in our regression analysis (See section 4.3.4), with the exception that they are computed based on activities until the end of year $Y$ instead of within the first $X$ years of the project’s first commit. Additionally, we include the number of commits a project receives in year $Y$ and the number of developers who made at least one commit to the project in year $Y$ as controls to account for recent project activity. We select $Y = 2016, 2018$ and find that the results are qualitatively similar. We report the survival analysis effects with $Y = 2016$ in Section 4.4 with the other results available in the replication package.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Understanding the Atypicality Measurement

The atypicality measurement, or the Z-score, is the key variable of interest in the study. To validate the effectiveness of this measurement and provide more context, we describe what this measurement captures for both individual package combinations and communities of package connections.

**Project Atypicality and Popularity**

Table 4.1 shows the results of Model I, which examines the relationship between project atypicality and the number of stars that the project receives. After controlling for the number of commits, the number of developers, project owner identity, and the number of imported packages, we find that the conventionality of a project’s package combination is negatively associated with the number of project stars on GitHub.

The conventionality variable is standardized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The coefficient indicates that, after controlling for other variables, a one-standard-deviation increase in project conventionality (or a decrease in atypicality) corresponds to a 4% decrease in the number of project stars.

For example, the 25% most atypical projects in our sample have a conventionality that is 0.5 standard deviations below the mean, while the 25% most typical projects have a conventionality that is 0.4 standard deviations above the mean. Given that the mean number of stars for projects in our sample is 118.3 (median 7.0), shifting from the 25% most conventional projects to the 25% most atypical ones leads to an average increase of 4.3 stars.

The orange line in figure 4.4 presents the estimated atypicality effects on project star counts
measured for different length of period, and the estimated coefficient is significantly below zero in most cases, suggesting atypical projects tend to have more stars. The exception appears in the early stage when we only measure the project star counts within one-year after project creation, and atypical projects tend to receive less star during the period. One possible explanation is that atypical projects take longer time to be recognized and appreciated, which is known as *sleeping beauty* effects in the science of science literature [205].

Alternatively, we measure the relationship between project atypicality and the number of downloads that the project receives. In contrast to the effect on star counts and shown in Model II, the estimated coefficient for conventionality indicates a slight position correlation. Given that the p-value is only marginally below 0.05 and the estimated coefficient on download are not significant in all other models measuring different period lengths (See the red line in Figure 4.4), we report no conclusive association between project atypicality and the number of downloads.

Given our results, we partially confirm H₆ by suggesting that the project atypicality associates with higher GitHub star in the long term, but may leads to a lower number of stars in the short run. In addition, we find no consistent association between project atypicality and its download counts.

Figure 4.3: Typical combination of Python packages (until 2019)
4.4.2 Project Atypicality and the Size of Developer Team

Model III, presented in Table 4.1, investigates the relationship between project atypicality and the size of the development team. After controlling for the number of commits, project owner, project popularity, and the number of imported packages, we find that the conventionality of a project’s package combination is positively associated with the number of developers working on the project.

The estimated coefficient indicates that, after controlling for other variables, a one-standard-deviation increase in project conventionality (or a decrease in atypicality) corresponds to a 2% increase in the number of developers working on the project. A similar change from the quarter of most conventional projects to the 25% most atypical projects corresponds to a change in conventionality of -0.9 standard deviations, which would lead to a decrease of 0.13 developers per project, or approximately one fewer developer per every eight projects, after controlling for other variables. Therefore, $H_7$ is partially confirmed by our findings.

4.4.3 Project Atypicality and its Sustained Development

Table 4.2 presents the results of our survival analysis when setting $Y = 2016$. Our findings show that, when controlling for the number of project developers, the number of commits to the project, and the project-level popularity, conventional projects tend to have a lower hazard rate or a lower probability of being abandoned. This is indicated by the significant negative coefficient of the conventionality variable.

Specifically, we found that a one standard deviation increase in the conventionality score changes the probability of project abandonment to 93% of its original value. In this sample, shifting from the 25% most atypical projects to the quarter of most conventional projects would
Table 4.1: Results for regression analysis (X=5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Model I (star)</th>
<th>Model II (download)</th>
<th>Model III (developer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit count (log)</td>
<td>0.10*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.30*** (0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package imported (log)</td>
<td>−0.10*** (0.02)</td>
<td>−0.79*** (0.16)</td>
<td>−0.02*** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer count (log)</td>
<td>1.36*** (0.01)</td>
<td>1.23*** (0.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star count (log)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26*** (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is owned by organization</td>
<td>−0.74*** (0.02)</td>
<td>−0.26 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.46*** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in GitHub</td>
<td>1.52*** (0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time in PyPI</td>
<td>−0.12 (0.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of first commit (fixed effect)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypicality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventionality (scaled)</td>
<td>−0.04*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.19* (0.09)</td>
<td>0.01** (0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>18,194</td>
<td>1,165</td>
<td>18,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

result in a likelihood of project abandonment that is a 93.7% of its original value (0.93^{0.9}). Therefore, we confirm H₈.

4.5 Implications

As one of the first research onto the innovation in the open-source software context, our work reveals the impact that atypical combination of packages have to the outcomes related to the success of the project. We summarize the main findings below and discuss the future research directions and potentially impactful implications ahead.

4.5.1 Atypical Projects Draw User Atentions

Innovation is often praised and encouraged as it leads to success in business [152], technology [185], and scientific publications [203]. With atypical combination of packages as one possible way to measure innovation in open-source software context, we are able to show that the atypical projects tend to draw much user attention and receive many stars. We suggest that the pursuit of atypical, or innovative project does come with rewarding outcome in the project popularity.
Table 4.2: The effect of project atypicality on the sustained development (Y=2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Exp(coefficient)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commit count (log)</td>
<td>-0.08***</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package imported (log)</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer count (log)</td>
<td>-0.30***</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star count (log)</td>
<td>-0.11***</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is owned by organization</td>
<td>-0.38***</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of first commit (fixed effect)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atypicality</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Exp(coefficient)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventionality (scaled)</td>
<td>-0.07***</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 11,803 11,803

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

4.5.2 Atypical Projects Face Difficulty in Development

While developing atypical projects brings unusual level of user attention, it also come with challenges in project development. We observe that atypical projects tend to be developed by a smaller set of developers, which makes the workload on individual developers larger compared to conventional projects as the latter have more contributors to share the workload with. While projects developed by small teams may enjoy advantages such as reduced communication overhead and easier coordination [114], it also poses great risk to the long-term sustainability of the project as its development and maintenance are only dependent on a few set of developers and the overall status of the project may be strongly influenced by the status change of one or two of those developers [13]. This is indeed what we observe empirically for projects in our analysis, as the conventionality of a project is positively associated with an decreased possibility of project abandonment, or increase in the project sustainability.

4.5.3 The Tension Between Popularity and Participation

There is always the puzzle why many open-source projects, though being popular and widely adopted by the open-source users on the one hand, but were only maintained by essentially a very small set of developers. This puzzle is not only of scientific interest, but also contain important practical implications towards a more sustainable open-source development and the construction of more reliable open-source projects [72].

In our work, we provide a new perspective to explain this puzzling tension between project popularity and developer participation through the measurement of project atypicality and innovation. Empirical evidence suggests that atypical works tend to draw more attention from the users, likely due to its difference from other packages available to the open-source community, but on the other hand are usually developed by smaller set of developers which lead to problems in its sustainability, with higher barrier and higher uncertainty of contribution as
possible mechanisms. Following this observation, new questions can be asked on how to reduce the seemingly negative consequences of atypical combinations (fewer contributors with relevant expertise) while maintaining the positive consequences (higher popularity)? And how to reduce the long-term abandonment risk of open-source projects through the identification of atypical projects and understanding the mechanism for why the tension between project popularity and developer participation exists in the first place.

4.5.4 Future Work: The Context Surrounding Innovativeness

Our paper suggests the possibility of measuring innovation in open-source context, and associates it with the commonly-used metrics for open source software success. This opens up the discussion about how innovation happens in open-source context? What developers or teams are most likely to produce innovative projects and what are their characteristics? And how can we support innovative teams and address the challenges faced by emerging innovations? Those questions provide important practical guidance on open-source sponsors about how to allocate their resources to better support open-source ecosystems, to open-source users and adopters on the choice of sustainable and reliable projects, and to open-source developers who work to create and maintain open-source projects and help them better decide how to distribute their time and resources into different projects.

4.5.5 Future Work: Atypicality and Measurements of Innovation

Measuring innovation has been a challenge in almost every field that it was touched. Borrowing the established measurement from other fields, particularly the study on scientific publication and new knowledge discovery [203], we use the atypicality of package combinations as a measurement of project innovation.

Still, we do not yet know to what extent it captures the concept of innovation in open-source ecosystems, and how do we validate the effectiveness of this, or any form of innovation measurement in open-source context. We consider this question being the building blocks for many future research into the innovation in open-source and we call upon more efforts into the discussion of measurement and the development of validation approaches and datasets.

4.6 Conclusions

In this project, we build a theoretical framework around innovation in open-source software and how would it relate to project popularity and sustainable development. We suggest a measurement of innovation based on atypicality of package combinations, and explain the scientific intuition behind and provide empirical explanation about what does it captures. We found that innovative projects tend to draw much attention among open source users and developers, especially in the long term, but at the same time also be developed by smaller teams and face greater challenges on project sustainability. This observation connects the project popularity and developer participation together and provides a plausible explanation on the tension between the two. Our work opens up the discussion about the role of innovation in open source and it comes with great practical
implications about how to boost the commercial success of projects while at the same time make it sustainable. The measurement, theoretical framework, and the empirical association observed from our works contribute to both the scientific understanding of open-source software ecosystem but also provides implications to open-source practitioners.
Chapter 5

The Strength of Weak Ties in Open-Source Software Innovation

5.1 Introduction

Innovation holds a prominent position in the literature of science and technology development. Innovative products and ideas distinguish themselves from incremental improvements by introducing profound and radical changes. These innovations possess the potential not only to generate significant impact but also to disrupt established competencies, leading to discontinuous advancements in the field [210].

Innovation plays a crucial role in open-source software (OSS) development. Within the OSS community, developers select tasks and projects based on personal interest, and the level of creativity they experience while working on these projects stands as one of the most influential and pervasive drivers of participation in open-source initiatives [120]. Furthermore, numerous organizations adopt open-source software as a manifestation of open innovation. This approach allows them to explore innovative software development opportunities through interactions with users and developers beyond their organizational boundaries [211, 215].

The prevailing discourse within the scholarly literature on scientific and technological innovation asserts that novel advancements often arise from preexisting components of knowledge [203], with the reconfiguration of knowledge serving as a predominant avenue towards innovation [176]. Within the realm of software development, the amalgamation of programming knowledge forms the cornerstone of any software project. While certain combinations of knowledge may be conventional and frequently utilized, resulting in projects that bear little divergence from existing ones, others entail the fusion of rarely associated knowledge domains, thereby yielding more innovative outcomes. Recent empirical studies adopted the integration of novel combinations of software packages as a metric for assessing the degree of innovation within projects, and they reveal a significant variance in novelty across Python open-source projects [79].

The question arises: what elements contribute to the differing degrees of innovation observed in open-source projects? Considering innovation in open-source software development as the implementation of fresh combinations of knowledge, we propose and empirically assess the theory that developers’ access to a broad spectrum of knowledge, information, and skills likely plays a
In the open-source context, developers acquire new skills and knowledge through interactions with peers and engagement with project artifacts [226]. These interactions manifest in various forms, spanning from direct contributions to projects—which often entail coordination with other developers and a profound understanding of the project’s technical intricacies [56]—to discussions on project issue reports [10], and passive reviews of projects without explicit actions. Through those interactions, developers form social relationships between each other, and they learn about new programming skills from their peers involved in the interactions [29, 107].

Scholars in the domain of network science have delved into the transmission of knowledge via social interactions and the resultant social ties, examining their significance in catalyzing the emergence of innovative ideas and products. Specifically, they have identified that the nature of social connections facilitates knowledge exchange across different scales and types [94, 116]. A significant focus has been on the "strength" of social relationships and the knowledge exchanged through these interactions. Researchers have defined individuals with frequent and intimate interactions as having strong ties, whereas those with less frequent or intimate interactions are considered to have weak ties [94]. Theoretical frameworks suggest that weak ties often bridge individuals from different communities, thereby facilitating the diffusion of novel knowledge to the recipients [38, 93, 94].

Building on this theoretical framework, we establish three distinct networks that portray developer interactions, spanning from ‘strong’ to ‘weak’ interactions: direct code commits, issue posts, and project stars. These networks function as surrogates for the knowledge accessible to developers via social interactions of varying intensities. We then conduct an empirical analysis to investigate the correlation between the access to knowledge through these interaction networks and the innovativeness of the projects created by contributors within the open-source community.

Our findings indicate that the diversity of projects accessed by developers through the three networks positively predicts the novelty of the projects they subsequently create, whereas the volume of accessed projects does not show a significant correlation with project novelty. Moreover, we observe that the diversity of projects and knowledge accessed through weak interactions, such as simply previewing code as indicated by stars, has a greater impact on project novelty compared to interactions involving stronger engagements like comments and commits.

This study contributes to the theoretical comprehension of novelty and diversity, and highlighting the role of passive participation within open-source software ecosystems. Furthermore, our research offers practical insights that can help enhance open-source innovation for developers, open-source platforms, and tool designers alike.

### 5.2 Theoretical Frameworks and Hypotheses

#### 5.2.1 Social-Technical Interactions, Knowledge Diffusion and Innovation

Knowledge is a fundamental component of innovation, as it enables the integration of existing knowledge and the creation of new insights [67]. This knowledge is acquired and diffused through interactions with other individuals [101] or through engagement with artifacts, often created by humans [46].
In the context of open-source software, knowledge about programming and project design is disseminated through developers’ conversations and coordination efforts. For instance, technical discussions among developers involve sharing knowledge and absorbing insights from others, contributing to a collective pool of expertise [212]. Furthermore, knowledge acquisition can occur passively through interactions with technical artifacts like reviewing code segments and online discussions, which are readily accessible in open-source environments [18, 60].

Generally speaking, an increase in interactions among developers corresponds to a higher amount of knowledge transfer, thus better preparing developers for future innovation. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

**H\(_9\) .** The more interactions developers have with other developers and projects, the more innovative they will be when developing their own projects.

In our study, we define innovation as the novel combination of software packages, following the approach taken by Fang et al. [79]. From this perspective, the diversity of knowledge accessible to developers appears crucial for the level of innovation. The specific knowledge developers gain from interacting with individuals of similar technical and social backgrounds can often be redundant, offering limited contributions to novel combinations of existing knowledge. We anticipate that this effect would also extend to interactions with technical artifacts. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

**H\(_{10}\) .** The greater the diversity of interactions among developers and with technical artifacts, the higher the level of innovation observed in the development of their own projects.

### 5.2.2 The Differed Tie Strength and their Effects on Innovation

Sociologists have extensively investigated the social networks among individuals and their consequential influence on social dynamics. A fundamental concept that distinguishes various social connections is the notion of tie strength, which encompasses factors such as the duration of shared interactions, emotional depth, level of intimacy, and reciprocal exchanges [94]. Weak ties typically involve infrequent and less intimate interactions, while strong ties are characterized by higher frequency and intimacy.

As posited by Granovetter, strong ties tend to develop among individuals within the same community, while weak ties are more common between individuals from different communities. Here, a community is defined as a group of people who are predominantly interconnected with each other. This pattern arises because individuals within the same community have numerous opportunities for interaction and often share many mutual friends. This shared social context leads to increased similarity in behaviors, interests, and other characteristics, thereby enhancing intimacy among individuals [94].

Furthermore, Heider’s Cognitive Balance Theory proposes that when two individuals are linked only by weak ties yet share many common friends, it creates a “psychological strain.” Such situations, characterized by cognitive imbalance, are typically avoided by individuals [147]. Therefore, weak ties between individuals sharing many mutual friends or belonging to the same community are unlikely to persist over time [94].

The bridging role of weak ties between people of different communities offering great advantages for the diffusion of novel information. Within the confines of a single community, individuals
tend to become more similar through frequent social interactions, leading to the consumption and circulation of similar types of information. Consequently, the information disseminated with the strong ties connecting individuals of a single community often contains less novel content, and at times, may even be redundant, rendering it less valuable overall. In contrast, information acquired through weak ties, or cross-community connections, is generated by individuals with diverse backgrounds and knowledge bases. This information is often unavailable within one’s own community, making it more likely to be novel and of greater value [94].

The advantage of weak ties in accessing novel and valuable information has been empirically evaluated across various contexts, including job seeking [93, 163], generation of innovative ideas [38], and the diffusion of news feed content [16].

Therefore, the knowledge transferred through weak ties should encompass more information that is valuable to the creation of novel projects, and thus the amount, and diversity of knowledge transferred through weak ties should have a stronger effect compared to the strong ties.

**H11.** More interactions with technical artifacts through weak ties is linked to higher levels of innovation observed in the development of their own projects.

**H12.** Greater diversity in interactions with technical artifacts through weak ties is linked to higher levels of innovation observed in the development of their own projects.

### 5.3 Related Works

#### 5.3.1 Innovation in open-source software

Innovation constitutes a fundamental concept within the realm of open-source software. Early investigations into the motivational factors driving open-source software developers indicate that the perceived level of creativity experienced during engagement with open-source projects stands out as a primary catalyst for participation in such initiatives [117, 120]. Furthermore, the pursuit of innovative software solutions incentivizes organizations and enterprises to allocate resources towards open-source software development. This is attributed to the opportunities it affords for novel software development through interactions with the diverse user and developer base within the open-source community. Such interactions provide access to resources external to the organizations, which would otherwise remain inaccessible [126, 211, 215].

For an extended duration, quantifying innovation in open-source software projects has presented a complex challenge. Among the pioneering contributions in this domain is the work of Couger and Dengate, who advocated for assessing the creativity of software products through their novelty, denoting the degree of uniqueness relative to existing solutions, and utility, reflecting their quality and impact [54]. Subsequently, Beghelli and Jones advanced this discourse by introducing a more comprehensive framework for gauging innovation, considering distinctions in functionality, aesthetics, and other pertinent features [21]. Additionally, Kuzmickaja et al. conducted notable research wherein they employed a 5-point Likert scale for direct evaluation of the novelty of ideas underlying mobile services, utilizing human evaluators for the assessment [119].

The prevailing approaches to measuring innovation predominantly rely on human evaluations or criteria that are challenging to operationalize, thereby impeding the assessment of software innovation on a large scale. Consequently, quantitative methods for evaluating software innovation
remain relatively scarce and often exhibit coarse granularity. For instance, Donget al. conducted an empirical investigation into the pace of innovation within open-source software, utilizing the number of software releases as a proxy for innovation speed without differentiating between individual releases [66]. More recently, Fang and colleagues introduced a novel approach, utilizing the unique combinations of software packages as an indicator of software novelty [79]. This method offers a scalable computational measure of novelty, supported by a robust theoretical foundation within the innovation literature. In this paper, we adopt this approach to measuring software innovation.

5.3.2 Social Ties, Knowledge Flow and Innovation

Participation in open-source software (OSS) development constitutes a social learning process [55], wherein social ties among OSS developers serve as channels for information dissemination and knowledge exchange. Developers acquire knowledge about emerging tools and projects by monitoring trends in the OSS community [182]. Furthermore, they gain insights into software design principles and programming skills through the review of code authored by peers [151]. Additionally, interactions with project maintainers facilitate learning about software management practices, as well as specific bug fixes or feature implementations [45].

The knowledge accessible to developers influences their decisions and practices in software development. For example, Singhet al. and Penget al. found that developers are more likely to choose an open-source license that is adopted by other projects to which they are socially connected [158, 183]. Similarly, Hemanket al. revealed that developers are more likely to adopt an automated tool in project development if they are connected to other developers who adopt the same tool. This effect is observed both for collaboration ties and project watching connections among developers [121].

Accessing diverse knowledge acts as a catalyst for innovation, allowing individuals to integrate disparate concepts and develop unconventional and novel products [175]. Tortoriello et al. observed a positive association between employees’ access to diverse knowledge within the research departments of high-tech companies and their innovation levels [200]. Similarly, Basit and Medase found that the integration of knowledge from both internal research teams and customers in the public sector enhances innovation [3].

5.3.3 Social Network Analysis in Open Source Software

Social network analysis (SNA) has been a prominent methodology employed by researchers in the field of open-source software (OSS) to study social relationships. Early contributions by Crowston and Howison investigated the diverse structures of developer communication networks within bug tracking systems, revealing significant variations in communication networks in terms of activity centrality and interaction modularity [55]. Subsequent studies have further examined the evolution of communication network structures in OSS projects [127] and investigated how different network structures correlate with the effectiveness of bug fixes and overall project success [128, 221].

Another line of work examines the collaboration networks among developers, considering them as conduits for knowledge exchange and resource sharing. Research in this area investigates
the association between a project’s or developer’s network position and their success. Grewal et al.
found that the number of commits received by a project is associated with both the network
position of the project and its managers [95]. Similarly, Fershtman and Gandal identified a
relationship between a project’s closeness centrality in the project-by-project network and its
likelihood of being selected as the ”project of the month” [83].

Tan, Singh, and their colleagues adopted social capital theory to empirically evaluate multiple
network centrality metrics and their associations with a project’s popularity and productivity [184,
198]. Furthermore, networks can also elucidate developer activities. For example, Qiu et al.
found that social networks influence the sustained engagement of OSS developers, with effects varying
among individuals of different genders [161].

The study of developer social networks extends beyond those formed on code hosting plat-
forms and is not limited to direct interactions. For instance, Yang et al. examined the developer
follower network on the Ohloh platform and investigated its association with project success [225].
Additionally, Hu et al. analyzed developers’ star, fork, and follow activities to quantify their
influence [105].

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Dataset

We utilized the World of Code dataset and the GitHub API as the primary data sources for our
study. The World of Code dataset is arguably the most comprehensive record of open-source
projects and their commit activities [132]. Importantly, it processes the source code of each project
and extracts software dependency information, which we use to compute an OSS project’s novel
combination of packages under development.

Additionally, we collected data on three different types of relationships among OSS developers
using the GitHub API. These relationships encompass code commits, issue discussions, and
starring activities, many of which are not available in the World of Code dataset.

5.4.2 Data Pre-process

Our study focused on projects primarily written in the Python programming language, defined
as projects where more than 50% of the source code files are Python scripts, and examined
the activities of developers involved in these projects. We selected Python as the subject of
our study due to its widespread popularity in open-source software (OSS) [186] and its usage
across various domains by developers from diverse backgrounds [171]. Consequently, the Python
project ecosystem exhibits considerable variability in terms of development practices and social
relationships. The findings from this ecosystem are likely to be generalizable to other ecosystems.

We initially collected all Python projects from the World of Code dataset and filtered out
projects that were forks of others, had fewer than ten commits, or were created after the year 2022.

Next, we utilized the GitHub API to collect developer activities in all the selected projects.
Specifically, we gathered all commit contributions, issues, and stars associated with these projects,
including author and timestamp information. This data was used to compute the networks among OSS developers and projects.

To identify bot accounts, we used keywords in user logins. For instance, logins containing terms such as \texttt{-bot} or \texttt{-robot} were categorized as bots. Additionally, we manually inspected the profile descriptions of the top 100 user accounts in our sample, ordered by the number of commits made, to ensure the removal of highly active bot accounts that could significantly bias our results. All identified bot accounts and their associated activities were subsequently excluded from our analysis.

5.4.3 Network Construction

GitHub functions as a code hosting platform that facilitates collaboration among developers during project development processes. Our study focused on collecting data related to three key categories of developer activities within the realm of open-source projects. These categories include project commits, issue postings, and project stars.

Following data collection, we proceeded to construct networks of projects based on the aforementioned types of activities. These networks were built using activity data from core developers who contribute significantly to the project and wield substantial influence over its development, thereby capturing the flow of knowledge across different projects.

Identification of Project Core Contributors

Numerous methods have been proposed for identifying a project’s core developers. Empirical research by Joblin et al. demonstrated that the resulting core contributors generally exhibit agreement when identified using various count-based or network-based metrics [109]. In our study, we classified core developers based on their significant commit activity [109, 143].

For each project in our sample, we collected all commit activities from the main branch. We defined core developers as individuals who authored at least five percent of all commits and had contributed a minimum of ten commits to the project.

Network Definition

We developed directed topological networks to represent the flow of knowledge across projects. In these networks, nodes were used to symbolize projects, while directed edges were established from one project, referred to as $A$, to another project, designated as $B$, if and only if a core developer of project $A$ interacted with project $B$ within one year prior to their initial commit to project $A$. The weight of each edge denoted the number of core developers from project $A$ who engaged with project $B$ in a specific type of interaction.

Our investigation focused on three types of interactions: project commits, issue postings, project forks, and project stars. As a result, we created three distinct directed networks, each corresponding to one of these interactions.

The Collaboration (Commit) Network. A commit to a project signifies a developer’s contribution to the codebase. While commits can vary in size [7], a successful commit often requires a
significant understanding of the project’s technical details [212], indicating a knowledge flow between the project and the developer.

**The Issue Network.** GitHub issues provide platforms for discussions on various project-related topics, encompassing feature suggestions, bug reports, and user problems [138]. Engaging in issue discussions contributes significantly to a developer’s learning process, fostering a deeper understanding through feedback and comments. Therefore, posting an issue reflects a knowledge flow from the project to the author of the issue.

**The Star Network.** Starring a project is often undertaken as a gesture of appreciation, followed by reasons such as bookmarking and usage-related intentions [29]. Starring a project suggests that a developer possesses some level of understanding of the project. However, it’s important to note that starring a project is considered a low-commitment action and may only indicate a superficial knowledge of the project itself.

### 5.4.4 Variable Measurements

Our study aimed to investigate the associations between the network positions of a software project and the atypical combinations of software packages adopted. The unit of analysis was individual projects, and all variables were computed at the project level. Below, we describe the computation methods for the variables used in our study.

**Using Out-Degree Centrality for Measuring the Amount of Interaction and Knowledge Received**

For every project, we calculated its out-degree centrality within each of the three networks: commit, issue, and star networks. Out-degree centrality for a project was defined as the total sum of the weights of all its out-edges. These out-edges represent the number of actions initiated by the core developers of the project towards other projects within the open-source community, or the amount of knowledge likely to flow from other projects to the core developers of the focal project through interactions, thereby influencing its development.

**Using Node2Vec Model for Measuring the Diversity of Knowledge Received**

Next, we compute the diversity of projects to which a focal project is connected within the interaction networks. This diversity metric reflects the extent to which the focal project receives knowledge from a variety of sources.

While conventional metrics such as network constraints [36] and betweenness centrality [33] are commonly used to measure diversity, they often do not scale well and can be computationally intensive, especially when dealing with large networks such as those in our study.

Moreover, these metrics typically consider both the in-degree and out-degree edges of the focal node, whereas our study focuses solely on the out-degree as it represents the flow of knowledge from other projects to the focal one.

To address this challenge, we adopt the Node2Vec model [96], a classical approach from the machine learning domain, to generate vector representations (embeddings) for each node in the network based on its topological position.
Initially, we generate sequences of random nodes from the graph using a random walk process: Starting from a random node in the network, we sample the next node by randomly selecting another node in the network that is adjacent to the current one. The likelihood of selecting each node is proportional to the edge weight between the candidate next node and the current node. This process continues until we have selected enough nodes to complete the walk (in our study, each walk comprises 20 nodes). We repeat this process to generate multiple walks (or sequences of nodes).

Subsequently, we employ the skip-gram model [139], commonly utilized for generating embeddings for words in natural languages, on the generated walks to obtain embeddings for each node. Nodes that frequently appear together in the same walk tend to have vector representations that are closely situated in the embedding space.

For each project in the network, we examine all other projects that receive a directed edge from the focal project (denoted as set $P$) and calculate the pairwise distance between any two projects in set $P$ according to Equation 5.1:

\[
D = \frac{\sum_{i,j \in P, i \neq j} \text{sim}(v_i, v_j)}{|P| \times (|P| - 1)}
\]  

(5.1)

Here, $i$ and $j$ represent projects in set $P$, and $v_i$ and $v_j$ correspond to their vector representations generated by the Node2Vec model. The distance between $v_i$ and $v_j$ is determined by computing the cosine similarity between the two vectors.

We calculate the diversity index for each node in each network. However, the index is undefined for projects with an out-degree centrality less than two. Therefore, such projects will be excluded from our analysis when considering diversity metrics as independent variables.

**Using Atypical Combination of Software Packages as Measurement for Project Novelty**

The modern software ecosystem encompasses a vast array of software packages, numbering in the hundreds of thousands. The incorporation of these packages, often containing reused code snippets, serves to streamline software development processes and enhance accessibility [118].

Fang et al. introduced a metric for assessing project novelty based on the unconventional combinations of software packages imported within a project [79]. The underlying rationale behind this metric is that the software packages imported by a project reflect its functionality. While certain packages, such as *numpy* and *tensorflow*, are frequently imported together, others, like *numpy* and *requests*, are less commonly combined compared to what would be expected by random chance. Projects that import “atypically paired packages” are deemed “novel” as they employ packages in nontraditional ways.

In their study, computing the atypical combination of software packages requires random reshuffling of the entire network, a computationally challenging process given the scale of networks in our current study. To overcome this challenge, we adopt the skip-gram model once again to generate embeddings of software packages, representing their technical usage and function, drawing inspiration from prior works by Dey and others [63].

For each project, we extract the sequence of packages imported (excluding internal Python packages as per [79]) and generate embeddings for each package based on the dependency relationship. Unlike the random walks of nodes used in the Node2Vec model to generate embeddings,
there is no inherent order in the sequence of packages imported within the same project. Therefore, we set the window size in the skip-gram model to be sufficiently large, enabling it to consider all packages in the same sequence as its context when generating embeddings.

Next, we determine the atypicality of the combination of two packages by computing the negation of the cosine similarity of their embeddings. We then calculate the average pairwise atypicality of all pairs of packages imported by a project to serve as the measure of novelty for that project, following Fang’s methodology [79].

It’s important to note that we can only compute the atypicality score for projects that import at least two packages. Any other packages are subsequently removed from the analysis.

5.4.5 Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to Decompose the Correlated Variables

We employed a linear regression model to investigate the correlational relationship between projects’ network positions in different networks and project atypicality. However, we encountered the issue of multicollinearity, where network metrics across networks were highly correlated. This multicollinearity problem can complicate the interpretation of coefficients and reduce the statistical power of our model [61].

To mitigate the multicollinearity issue, we conducted principal component analysis (PCA) as outlined by Wold et al. [219]. This analysis was carried out separately for the out-degree centrality across the three networks (referred to as the degree variables) and the diversity measurements across the three networks (referred to as the diversity variables).

The PCA resulted in three principal components for the degree variables and another three for the diversity variables. These new variables were created as linear combinations of the original metrics and were orthogonal to each other.

Upon manual examination of these components, we decided to retain two principal components each for the degree and diversity variables. One component represents the average degree (or diversity of ties) of the project across the three networks, while the other represents the strength of network ties in the degree (or diversity of ties) metric. In this latter component, higher weights were assigned to measurements from networks formed of weak ties (e.g., the star network).

Other Control Variables

The exhaustive list of variables employed in our study, encompassing both outcome and independent variables, is delineated in Table 5.1.

5.5 Results

We outline the empirical results below.
5.5.1 Empirical Evidence on the Strength of Different Ties

To start, we present empirical evidence to substantiate the disparities in interaction "strength" across the three networks and to verify whether these strengths align with the theoretical discussions outlined in Section 5.4.3.

We assess the transitivity of networks to empirically evaluate the "strength" of ties in each network. Consider the focal project illustrated in Figure 5.1: if project A is connected to developers B and C, a triad is formed. If A’s connections to B and C are both strong ties, the triad is unstable and will evolve into a triangle where A, B, and C are mutually connected. This evolution occurs because B and C have numerous opportunities to interact and foster familiarity due to their strong ties with developer A. Thus, networks characterized by strong ties typically exhibit a greater number of triangles, as opposed to triads, compared to those with weak ties [94]. Formally, this can be computed using the measurement of transitivity as outlined in equation 5.2.

\[
T = \frac{3 \times N_{\text{triangles}}}{N_{\text{triads}}}
\]  

(5.2)

Here, \(N_{\text{triangles}}\) and \(N_{\text{triads}}\) represent the number of triangles and triads in the network, respectively. A higher transitivity value indicates a network of stronger ties.

As network transitivity is usually defined and computed in undirected networks, for simplicity to provide transitivity descriptive statistics, we convert all three networks (which are all directed) to their undirected form. This is achieved by considering there is an undirected edge between nodes A and B if there is either an edge from A to B or from B to A.

![Figure 5.1: The triads and triangles in networks](image)

Table 5.2 presents descriptive statistics for the project networks, delineated by commit, issue, and star interactions.

The reported number of nodes excludes isolates (i.e., nodes without edges) from each network, and the number of edges is calculated in the undirected version of each network.

The descriptive statistics underscore significant differences in network transitivity among various network types. Specifically, the commit network displays the highest levels of transitivity, followed by the issue network, while the star network exhibits the lowest level. These findings are consistent with our theoretical understanding of tie strength.
5.5.2 PCA Analysis of Degree and Diversity Variables

We performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on both the degree variables and diversity variables representing a project’s position in the commit, issue, and star networks. For the degree variables, PCA was conducted using the complete dataset of study samples. However, for the diversity variables, PCA was restricted to projects with an out-degree of at least two in all three networks to ensure the feasibility of their diversity computations.

Table 5.3 provides the proportion of variance explained by each principal component, while Table 5.4 presents the loadings of the principal components on the original variables.

Prior to analysis, all input variables underwent logarithmic scaling and normalization to achieve a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.

In both the degree and diversity variables, we retain the first two principal components as they altogether capture over 80% of variance from the original variables, as detailed in Table 5.3.

Principal components represent linear combinations of the original variables, with the loadings indicating the contributing coefficients. As detailed in Table 5.4, the first and second principal component (i.e., PC1 and PC2) for both degree and diversity variables are computed according to equations 5.3 and 5.4.

\[
PC_{1\text{degree}} = 0.60 \times Deg_{\text{commit}} + 0.61 \times Deg_{\text{issue}} + 0.52 \times Deg_{\text{star}} \\
PC_{2\text{degree}} = -0.45 \times Deg_{\text{commit}} - 0.28 \times Deg_{\text{issue}} + 0.85 \times Deg_{\text{star}} 
\]  

(5.3)

\[
PC_{1\text{diversity}} = 0.63 \times Div_{\text{commit}} + 0.64 \times Div_{\text{issue}} + 0.43 \times Div_{\text{star}} \\
PC_{2\text{diversity}} = -0.36 \times Div_{\text{commit}} - 0.24 \times Div_{\text{issue}} + 0.90 \times Div_{\text{star}} 
\]  

(5.4)

The loadings onto the first principal component (PC1) are relatively consistent across networks for both degree and diversity variables. We interpret PC1 as an average of the network metric (either degree or diversity) from each network.

Conversely, the loadings on the second principal component (PC2) exhibit a descending trend. The highest loading on the degree (or diversity) comes from the star network, followed by the issue network, and the lowest from the commit network. Drawing upon our theoretical framework elucidated in Section 5.4.3, we consider the loadings on PC2 as indicative of network metrics influenced by interactions of varying strengths, with a heavier emphasis on weak ties.

When incorporating both PC1 and PC2 into the same linear regression model, we interpret their meanings as follows:

- PC1 reflects the average degree (or diversity) of out-edges from a project across the three networks.
- PC2 reflects the extent to which the degree (or diversity) is derived from weak ties within the network.

Maintaining the value of PC1 constant, higher values of PC2 indicate a greater degree (or diversity) of the project’s edges originating from weak ties within the network, and conversely, lower PC2 values signify a lesser influence of weak ties on the network metrics.
5.5.3 The Influence of Degree Centrality and Diversity of Ties on Project Novelty

Table 5.5 presents the results of the regression analysis conducted on project atypicality. Model I encompassed all samples within the study, whereas Models II, III, and IV were exclusively applied to projects with a minimum out-degree centrality of two across all three networks, thereby enabling computation of their tie diversity.

Model I and Model II shed light on the impact of degree variables. Model I reveals a significant positive effect from average degree centrality, whereas Model II shows a negative effect. However, the effect sizes for both models are relatively small. For instance, in Model I, transitioning a project’s $\text{Deg}_{\text{ave}}$ from the 25th percentile (-1.08) to the 75th percentile (0.54) results in a mere 0.002 increase in project atypicality. Considering that the 25th percentile of a project’s atypicality score is -0.33, and the 75th percentile is -0.12 in our sample, the change in project novelty due to variations in average degree centrality is practically minimal. Furthermore, no statistically significant effect is observed from the $\text{Deg}_{\text{weakness}}$ variable. Therefore, we conclude that $H_9$ and $H_{11}$ are not confirmed, as they do not demonstrate a practically significant effect from degree variables to project novelty.

In Model III, we observe a positive association between the average diversity ($\text{Div}_{\text{ave}}$) of ties originating from the focal project and project novelty. This effect size is notably stronger compared to that of average degree. Interestingly, despite the mean and standard deviation of $\text{Deg}_{\text{ave}}$ and $\text{Div}_{\text{ave}}$ being very similar across Models I, II, and III, the estimated coefficient of $\text{Div}_{\text{ave}}$ in Model III is nearly seven times greater than that of $\text{Deg}_{\text{ave}}$ in Models I and II.

Transitioning a project from the 25th percentile (-0.89) to the 75th percentile (0.86) in terms of $\text{Div}_{\text{ave}}$ results in an increase of approximately 0.012 in project novelty, representing roughly a 4% change in the distribution (e.g., a shift from the median project in terms of novelty to the 54th percentile).

Additionally, we observe a significant effect for the $\text{Div}_{\text{weakness}}$ variable. This suggests that, when controlling for the average diversity across the three networks, higher diversity in the ‘weak network’ (e.g., star network) corresponds to increased project novelty. However, the practical effect size for this variable is much smaller. For instance, transitioning from the 25th percentile of $\text{Div}_{\text{weakness}}$ to the 75th percentile only increases project novelty by 0.003, representing approximately a 1% increase in the distribution.

Based on these findings, we conclude that $H_{10}$ and $H_{12}$ are confirmed.

When incorporating both degree and diversity variables in the same regression model, as in Model IV, we discovered that the positive effects from $\text{Div}_{\text{ave}}$ and $\text{Div}_{\text{weakness}}$ remained significant. This suggests a consistent effect stemming from tie diversity and diversity in weak ties. However, we also noted a significant negative effect from $\text{Deg}_{\text{ave}}$ and $\text{Deg}_{\text{weakness}}$ after adjusting for project diversity.

The negative effect indicates that, while holding tie diversity constant, higher out-degree centrality and more ties in the ‘weak network’ tend to decrease project novelty rather than enhance it. This observation could be attributed to the increased constraints within a local community associated with higher out-degree, as discussed by Burt [37]. Such constraints can lead to a reduced inclination for combining packages of diverse functions within the project, consequently contributing to the diminished novelty of the project.
Figure 5.2: Knowledge access and its relationship to project novelty across years (error bar represents the 95% confidence interval)
5.5.4 The Influence of Degree and Diversity Variables Across Years

We divided our dataset based on the year of project creation and conducted regression analyses similar to Models I and III to assess the effects of degree and diversity variables on projects created in different years. The estimated coefficients of the degree and diversity variables are illustrated in Figure 5.2 (The other control variables are included in the model, but their estimated effects are not shown in the figure). Figure 5.2a presents the estimated coefficients for degree variables across project creation years.

An intriguing trend is observed: before the year 2015, the average degree of projects is negatively associated with project atypicality, while more ties in the 'weak networks' are positively associated with project atypicality. However, this pattern is reversed in recent years, where higher average degree corresponds to higher atypicality, and more degree from the 'weak networks' corresponds to lower atypicality.

This longitudinal trend persists even after several adjustments to the regression model. For instance, computing the yearly estimated coefficients for the degree variables after controlling for the diversity variables (similar to Model IV in Table 5.5), the estimated coefficients and their trends remain consistent.

This changing pattern could also be influenced by varying development times for projects created in different years. For example, our observation period concluded on the last day of 2021, and we computed the atypicality score for projects created in 2019 using all packages imported before 2022, representing roughly one to two years of development time. In contrast, projects created in earlier years have much longer development times.

To mitigate the influence of varied development lengths, we adjusted the outcome variable in the regression model (i.e., atypicality) to be computed based only on commits made within \( X \) years of project creation for projects created in different years. We set \( X \) as 1, 3, and 5, and observed similar qualitative trends for the variables \( \text{Deg}_{\text{ave}} \) (Average Degree) and \( \text{Deg}_{\text{weakness}} \) (Degree from Weak Tie).

The persistence of the trend in Figure 5.2a suggests a potential shift in how innovative projects are created within open-source software communities. While in the past, a higher out-degree in weak ties appeared to be positively associated with project novelty, recent years have seen a shift where a greater emphasis on the amount of interactions through strong ties may better facilitate the creation of novel projects.

The reasons behind this changing trend and its implications remain open questions worth exploring for future research. It could reflect evolving collaboration patterns, changes in the nature of software development, or shifts in community dynamics within open-source ecosystems. Understanding these dynamics can offer valuable insights into the factors driving innovation and project success in open-source software environments.

The effects of diversity variables appear to be more consistent over time. As illustrated in Figure 5.2b, both the average diversity of ties from the focal project \( (\text{Div}_{\text{ave}} \text{ in Table 5.5}) \) and the diversity from weak ties \( (\text{Div}_{\text{weakness}}) \) consistently exhibit a positive effect on project novelty. It is worth noting that the effects may not always be significant for certain years, likely due to the small number of projects available for estimating the diversity variables in those years.
5.6 Discussions

5.6.1 Accessing Diverse Knowledge Drives the Development of Innovative Projects

Developers learn about new programming skills and knowledge as they participate in the development of open-source software projects. Particularly as reported by our study, that the diversity of knowledge that developers learn, not the amount, explains and predicts the novelty of projects those developers will create in the future, where novelty is defined as adopting software packages that are usually not combined together in the same project.

It contributes to the theory about diversity in the context of open-source software. While the existing literature often looks at the diversity in terms of superficial demographical traits such as gender [148, 161, 208], tenure [208], and geographic location [11], our study looks at the diversity of the knowledge and skills developers possess, and conclude the empirical correlation between a diverse knowledge background and the creation of novelty software projects.

This founding also have important practical implications on the creation of novel projects in open-source software. Research have shown that developers tend to join, or pay attention to projects that are technical familiar to them [63, 78], and many automated project recommendation tools tend to recommend projects to developers with related technical background [229]. However, our result suggests that we decrease the level of project innovation by only recommending the projects to developers who have the related technical skills, and it may further decrease the level of project novelty if developers are exposed to, and interact with many projects of similar technical details without a high diversity of projects being interacted.

To help boost innovation in open-source software community, we suggest to add the diversity dimension when recommending projects to developers, and make sure developers are exposed to projects that contain diverse knowledge. In addition, software knowledge can be diffused through multiple channels online such as StackOverflow [206] and Twitter [182], and there are empirical evidence to suggest that developers are able to access different information through different channels [80]. Therefore, we recommend developers to access information through multiple channels and tools, so that they will access diversity information and likely increase the novelty of their project.

5.6.2 Learning through Weak Ties Boosts the Creation of Novel Projects

Accessing diverse knowledge through social ties is instrumental in fostering the development of innovative projects. Specifically, gaining diverse project knowledge via ”weak ties” (e.g., star networks) proves more beneficial compared to strong ties.

Existing literature describes passive forms of engagement, such as starring, as merely expressing appreciation for a project or bookmarking it for future reference [29]. Developers who solely star a project without engaging in discussions or contributing to its development are often labeled as passive participants or peripheral users [57, 150]. While some studies highlight the positive impact of passive participants on project diffusion and quality improvement [179], our understanding of the broader implications of passive participation within the developer community and the open-source ecosystem remains limited.
Our empirical findings contribute to elucidating the role of passive and weak interactions in the open-source software community. We propose the existence of a learning mechanism through passive interactions with projects, particularly when developers star a diverse array of projects (indicating reviewing and gaining a fundamental understanding of their code). This learning process is closely tied to the novelty of both the developer and the projects they create in the future. Moreover, encouraging developers to engage in reviewing diverse projects online, even without active participation in development, could potentially boost innovation in the entire open-source ecosystem.

5.7 Conclusions

In this study, we conducted empirical investigations into the correlation between developers’ access to knowledge via social networks and the novelty of the projects they develop. Our results indicate that developers who acquire knowledge from a wide range of projects tend to produce more innovative outcomes. Specifically, the acquisition of knowledge from a diverse array of projects through weak ties, such as within a star network, exhibits greater significance than contributing to a varied project portfolio.

These findings contribute to the theoretical comprehension of diversity’s role within open-source environments, the determinants of novel project creation, and the influence of passive engagement in open-source endeavors on project efficacy. Furthermore, we offer practical insights for developers on effective strategies for enhancing their capacity to innovate in project development. Additionally, we propose recommendations for open-source platforms and tool developers to better support developers in creating innovative projects.
Table 5.1: The definitions of the variables in our models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Variables</th>
<th>Diversity Variables (original)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atypicality The extent to which a project imported</td>
<td>Div\textsubscript{Commit} The diversity of projects to which the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software packages that were typically not imported</td>
<td>focal project has a directed edge in the commit network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>together in one project, computed based on all the</td>
<td>Div\textsubscript{Issue} The diversity of projects to which the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packages imported until the end of year 2021.</td>
<td>focal project has a directed edge in the issue network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Div\textsubscript{Star} The diversity of projects to which the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>focal project has a directed edge in the star network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree Variables</strong> (original)</td>
<td><strong>Diversity Variables</strong> (post-PCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg\textsubscript{Commit} The sum of edge weights</td>
<td>Div\textsubscript{Ave} The first principal component resulted from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the focal project to the others in the commit</td>
<td>the PCA analysis over three original diversity variables,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network.</td>
<td>representing average diversity of connection across the three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg\textsubscript{Issue} The sum of edge weights</td>
<td>Div\textsubscript{Weakness} The second principal component resulted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the focal project to the others in the issue</td>
<td>from the PCA analysis over three original diversity variables,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network.</td>
<td>representing the diversity from to weak ties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg\textsubscript{Star} The sum of edge weights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the focal project to the others in the star</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>network.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree Variables</strong> (post-PCA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg\textsubscript{Ave} The first principal component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resulted from the PCA analysis over three original</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree variables, representing average network degree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>across the three networks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deg\textsubscript{Weakness} The second principal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>component resulted from the PCA analysis over three</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original degree variables, representing the degree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from weak ties.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controls Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year\textsubscript{creation} A fixed effect variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicating the year in which the project received its</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first commit.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owned by Org? A binary variable indicating whether the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project was owned by an organizational account or not.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N\textsubscript{Owner,Star} The number of total stars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that the project owner received from all other projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it owns before the creation of the focal project.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCore\textsubscript{Dev} The total number of core</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developers in the project, as computed before the end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of year 2021.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPackages The number of software packages that the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project import before the end of year 2021.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2: Empirical evaluation of the "strength" of social ties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>#Edges</th>
<th>Transitivity (*10^{-2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commit Network</td>
<td>763,062</td>
<td>1,926,978</td>
<td>30.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Network</td>
<td>278,945</td>
<td>727,255</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Network</td>
<td>480,394</td>
<td>3,658,543</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Proportional of variance explained by each principal component for degree and diversity variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variance Explained</td>
<td>0.64/0.51</td>
<td>0.22/0.29</td>
<td>0.14/0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Degree/Diversity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Variance</td>
<td>0.64/0.51</td>
<td>0.86/0.81</td>
<td>1.00/1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Degree/Diversity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Loadings of principal components on degree/diversity variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{commit}}$ (Degree/Diversity)</td>
<td>0.60/0.63</td>
<td>-0.45/-0.36</td>
<td>0.67/0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{issue}}$ (Degree/Diversity)</td>
<td>0.61/0.64</td>
<td>-0.28/-0.24</td>
<td>-0.74/-0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{\text{star}}$ (Degree/Diversity)</td>
<td>0.52/0.43</td>
<td>0.85/0.90</td>
<td>0.11/0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.5: Regression analysis on factors influencing the project atypicality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of interest</th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
<th>Model III</th>
<th>Model IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Deg}_{\text{ave}} )</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
<td>-0.001**</td>
<td>-0.002***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Deg}_{\text{weakness}} )</td>
<td>-0.00002</td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
<td>-0.005***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Div}_{\text{ave}} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.007***</td>
<td>0.008***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Div}_{\text{weakness}} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005***</td>
<td>0.007***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owned by Org?</td>
<td>0.027***</td>
<td>0.017***</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{Owner,Star}} ) *</td>
<td>0.003***</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{Core,Dev}} ) *</td>
<td>0.014***</td>
<td>0.019***</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
<td>0.019***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{Packages}} ) *</td>
<td>0.040***</td>
<td>0.023***</td>
<td>0.023***</td>
<td>0.024***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year_{creation}</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 602,375 38,164 38,164 38,164
Adjusted \( R^2 \): 0.052 0.063 0.068 0.069

Note: Variables donated by * are log-scaled
* \( p < 0.1 \); ** \( p < 0.05 \); *** \( p < 0.01 \)
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